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Glossary of Terms Used,
O-grade Examination.
lMs is the ordinary grade examination in chemistry, 3et by the Scottish 
Certificate of Education (S.C.E.) Examination Board, and taken normally by 
pupils in the fourth year of their secondary course at school.
The written examination,^  which is external, is controlled by the S.C.E, 
Examination Board, and is normally one of the pre-requisites of entry to the 
0-1 stage of the Ordinary National Certificate (O.N.C.) course in chemistry. 
0-1 Chemistry.
This is the chemistry 1 course which is part of the O.N.C. Course in
Science. This, the first stage of the course, extends over one session of
study at a Further Education (F.E.) College.
2
The written examination is internal to each College.
0-2 Chemistry.
This is the chemistry 2 course which is a further part of the O.N.C. 
Course in Science. The 0-2 stage of the course extends over a second session 
of study at a F.E. College.
3
The written examination is external, being controlled by the Scottish 
Association for National Certificates and Diplomas (S.A.N.C.A.D.).
SI, S2, S3 etc.
This indicates the year of study in secondary school. The 0-grade 
examination is normally taken toward the end of S4.
In Scotland, the majority of pupils commence the SI stage at 12 years 
of age.
H-graae jitxaiiuLnatron.
This is the higher grade examination in chemistry, set by the S.C.E. 
Examination Board, and taken normally by pupils in S5*
During the early 1960*8 nev,r syllabuses in chemistry were introduc 
into Scottish schools. In 1970, a research programme ^ began to evali 
these new syllabuses, by comparing the attitudes and performances of 
university students who had been taught from a traditional syllabus, 
those who had been taught from the new. The work embodied in this res 
is a contribution to the widening front of this research,
The pupils concerned in this work are those who did not go to uni 
and who left school with an 0-grade pass in chemistry, having been da-, 
from a new syllabus. After school, the pupils proceeded to a F.E. Cgj 
and studied 0-1 chemistry, and in some cases, subsequently 0-2 chemis 
prior to taking up full time employment. The pupils concerned studies. 
F.E. College during the years 1970-72.
This research has sought to compare the attitudes of pupils to tl 
0-grade and 0-1 chemistry coi-rses, end to discover where the main dif 
of the pupils lay, both in their theoretical and practical work. The 
of their lecturers concerning the successes and failures of the new 0- 
syllabus, have also been obtained.
The performances of individual pupils in the 0-grade, 0-1 and 0- 
examinations have been compared with a view to establishing the exist 
or otherwise of any worthwhile correlations.
Arising from the results of this research, some recommendations 
made to interested bodies, and an outline for the scope of any future 
suggested.
CHAPTER 1.
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Chapter 1.
The Problems and How They Were Tackled.
The introd^ c^tion of the Scottish "alternative1 sylla.buses in c^ 
in 1962, and the first examination thereon in 1964> were two of the 
a resurgence of scientific thinking which had taken place over the 
few years in Scotland.
The emphasis of these syllabuses was to relate facts to fundar: 
principles and it required "a somewhat different method of treatmen' 
the part of the teacher if they were to be put into effect success!^  
The S.C.E. Examination Board, constituted in 19&4, gave atter 
the need for their examinations in chemistry, even at 0-grade, to i 
than the abilities of candidates to remember and to describe - the r 
abilities tested hitherto.
In all of this, there was less emphasis in school on tradition 
laboratory training, and more on encouraging an ability to think an: 
use of known facts in both familiar and unfamiliar situations. Cle; 
change of emphasis might give rise to disparities between the cours 
industrial trainees were exposed in F.E. establishments, and the 0— 
courses in this "new" chemistry from which they had been prepared, 
attempt be made to discover the magnitude of any disparity? This 
the problems. Thought and discussion gave rise to others.
What were the problem areas which pupils of this calibre were : 
0-grade chemistry?
Could the subjective views of students on their courses be sub 
Were the F.E. Colleges happy about the standard of chemistry r 
students who had passed the 0-grade examination?
Were the new 0-grade courses a suitable preparation for 0-1 anc. 
chemistry courses - in regard both to content and practical trainiru
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Were performances in the 0-grade examination any gniide as to subsequent 
performance in 0-1 and 0-2 examinations?
Might the possibility of revising O.N.C. courses in chemistry be worthy 
of consideration, in order to bring them into line with current 0-grade 
courses - in regard to content and objectives (cognitive and affective)?
These problems seemed particularly worthy of consideration since the 
number of students involved was rising rapidly* Table 1 shows the increase 
in the number of candidates presented for 0-grade chemistry between 1965 ?n.d 
1972.
Table 1*
1965 1966 1967 1968 1969 1970 1971 1972
11,406 11,853 12,474 13,405 14,446 15,353 17,171 19,169
Consequently there was an increase in the number of students wishing to
enter Further Education.
It was known that a similar investigation was being made into pupil
difficulties at 0-grade,^ but not with the type of pupils who left school
after S4 in order to study O.N.C. courses at F.E. Colleges. These were
industrial trainees, the majority of whom had not passed the 0-grade
examination with very high marks - a point which is borne out by the figures
given in chapter 4 of this thesis. One wondered if those pupils had
experienced problems similar to the others who had performed better in the
0-grade examination, and who had proceeded to higher courses in chemistry.
When the investigations covered by this work commenced in 1970, the
7report of the Committee on Technician Courses and Examinations had just 
been published. Y/hile this report was primarily concerned with the needs of 
engineering technicians, and has been criticised by such bodies as the Royal
O
Institute of Chemistry, and the Joint Committee for National Certificates
9
and Diplomas in Chemistry and in Applied Chemistry, some of the problems t 
which it referred, such as the selection and wastage of students, ecursos, 
and the general development of courses, seemed to indicate that good might 
come out of both objective and subjective investigations into the current 
state of affairs in Scotland regarding the effectiveness of courses in 
chemistry which industrial trainees have to undertake.
Teachers and lecturers may have had their “hunches1’ as to what the 
answers to some of the problems referred to earlier were - as had the emit 
but evidence had to be found.
There seemed to be a need for a scientific approach to the investigat 
of these problems in chemical education. Too often solutions to such prob 
have been determined by opinion and prejudice - a vie?/ which has been 
expressed by the Chairman of the Scottish Council for Research in Sducatio 
In an attempt to ascertain what the position was, the research preser. 
in this thesis was designed in three stages.
1. To obtain the views of the students, and to attempt to substantiate 
these views.
The various methods and results are described in chapter 2.
2. To obtain the views of the Lecturers in the F.E. Colleges.
These are dealt with in chapter J.
3. To compare the performance of individual students in three examinatic
- 0-grade, 0-1 and, where possible, in 0-2 chemistry.
This work is covered in chapter 4*
Initial Procedure0
In May 1970, S.A.H.C.A.D. was visited, and the approval of this body
was given to commence research into the problems outlined, over a period o
at least two years.
In June 1970 a meeting of Principal Lecturers in chemistry at P.P.
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Colleges in Scotland, held in the offices of S.A.N.C.A.D., was attended by
the writer. The aims of the investigations were outlined to these gentlemen.
who agreed willingly to cooperate.
It was proposed to deal with students in nine F.E. Colleges. Prom
11figures made available by S.A.H.C.A.D., these nine Colleges contained 
approximately 95/* -^1 chemistry students in Scotland, end 97^ of all
0-2 chemistry students.
Prior to asking the Principals of these Colleges for their agreement to 
make contact with their Departments of Chemistry, each Director of Education 
concerned was written, seeking his cooperation and permission to commence worn. 
In no case was the request refused.
During the period October - December 1970, each College was visited and 
personal contact made with the Head of the Chemistry Department, or his 
equivalent. A further outline of the investigations which were contemplated 
was given to these lecturers.
In all of the work undertaken, H,K.I. Dr. J. Stark has been kept 
informed.
-  11 -
CHAPTER 2.
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Chapter 2.
The Views of the Students.
A. Reactions to 0-grade course.
Questionnaires - see appendix 2 , 1 -  were completed by over 300 students 
who commenced 0-1 chemistry courses, in nine F.E. Colleges, in August 1970.
Only those questionnaires were processed where the student had indicated the 
possession of a pass in the S.C.E. 0-grade examination in alternative chemistry.
In addition to trying to establish the subjective views of the students 
towards specific areas of their 0-grade course, the questionnaire attempted 
to determine the following additional factors:-
(i) How many students had decided on their occupation at this stage.
(ii) Why chemistry was chosen as a subject to be stiidied in S3*
(iii) When any liking for science in general was established.
(iv) Whether there was any particular reason(s) for the interest of
the students in the subject of chemistry.
A slightly modified questionnaire - see appendix 2, 2 - was completed by 
over 200 students who commenced the 0-1 chemistry courses, in the same nine 
F.E. Colleges, in August 1971* These students also had passed the S.C.E.
0-grade examination in alternative chemistry.
In this second questionnaire, an opportunity was given to the students to 
indicate if any of the 0-grade work in the examination syllabus had not been 
covered in school, and also to indicate a reaction to the amount of practical 
work in their school course.
The results of these investigations follow.
Job intention.
2QF/o of the 1970-71 students, and 16fo of the 1971-72 students, indicated 
that they were uncertain as to which job they would have when they left 
college. The majority of the students were motivated to do well in their 
college course.
-  13 -
Reason for choosing chemistry in S3 at school.
(a) a definite liking for chemistry
(b) no other subject could be taken in its place
(c) 'good examination results in science in SI and S2
(d) wanted to prepare for a job which involved 
chemistry
(e) teachers at school pressed you to take it
(f) parents pressed you to take it
(g) other reason(s)
Students were permitted to make more than one response, ana me resuj 
are expressed as a fa of the total response. The consistency of the results 
indicate that they are likely to be genuine.
Comment♦
While it is encouraging to see that many students admitted to a definite
liking for chemistry, and wished to prepare for a job which involved chemistry,
examination results in SI and S2 were clearly important factors influencing
their choice. This would seem to indicate that the chemistry content of the
12Integrated Science Course presently being taught during the first two yean 
in the majority of Scottish schools, will be an important factor in the iecimon 
of present day pupils whether to study chemistry in S3 or not. To nost pupili 
the chemistry content of this course is probably indistinguishable from the 
rest in Integrated science.
There seems to be little pressure, either at school or at hone, to 
influence the choice of the pupils, and few admitted to taking chemistry as 
a last resort
1970-71 1Q71-7:
35.8 33^2
4*0 4.4
23*1 23.4
32.2 31.3
3.0 2.7
1.4 0.9
0.5 0.1
14 -
The first liking for science.
(a) in primary school
(b) in early secondary school
(c) in late secondary school
Comment.
1970-71 (<£) 
11.7 
73.2 
15.1
1971-72
13.5
75.1
11.4
A high percentage of the students experienced a liking for science in
general before the age of 13. This would seem to indicate that the attempts
which are made to increase the number of students talcing chemistry in the
senior stages of secondary school, and beyond, must start while the pupils are
in SI and S2. The importance of the curricula in science during these early
years becomes even clearer, and it is hoped that attempts can be made to assess
12the achievements of the syllabus contained in Curriculum Papers Number 7 * to 
which reference has been made.
Factors affecting students* interest in chemistry
1970-71 1971-7:
(a) seeing a lot about chemistry on T.V. 7.5 8.1
(b) books which you have read 11.0 10.6
(c) a good teacher at school 41.5 40.8
(d) an interesting course in chemistry at school 37.0 40.5
(e) father*s job involved chemistry 3.0 -
(f) any other reason(s) - -
The final option was not taken up by many students. Once again more than 
one response was permitted and the results are expressed as a percentage of the 
total response. The agreement between the years is excellent,,
Comment •
The two most important factors are "good teachers" and "an interesting
-  15 -
school course"•
The affect of TV programmes Y/as not significant. Perhaps this factor 
could he come more important if more pure science programmes were siivn v:_ 
depicted the type of job which chemists do in various industries. hooks 
seemed to he of only slightly more importance than television viewing.
Specific areas of difficulty.
Despite the efforts of the syllabus planners, it was becoming clear a; 
teachers, by 1970, that pupils were experiencing areas of difficulty witii: 
the alternative chemistry syllabus at 0-grade. But what were the views oi 
the pupils?
The 1970-71 0-1 chemistry students were asked to indicate certain areis 
of the syllabus as:-
"Sasy to Grasp", i.e. understood with little effort the first time 
they were taught;
"Difficult to Grasp", i.e. understood only after considerable efforl. nr 
"Never really Grasped", i.e. material which was not understood and 
would have be retaught.
The 1971-72 0-1 students were given also the opportunity to indicate ireas 
of the syllabus Y/hich had not been covered at school.
The results are given in Tables 2 and 3 below, and in the graphs 1-f 
which follow. To permit ready comparison between the graphs covering eac: 
of the two groups of students, the results for the 1971-72 students are c n m  
on tracing paper in Graphs l(b) 2(b) and 303)*
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Table 2.
The 1970-71 students’ reactions to some 0-grade topics. The results are 
expressed as percentages.
Syllabus ^ 
Reference TOPIC
Easy to 
Grasp
Difficult 
to Grasp
---- r
Eever ’ 
Really ; 
Grasred :
Gl. Atomic particles and their 
arrangement in the atom.
85 15.5 1.5 !
iij
G2. The idea of isotopes. 67 51
i
2 .
HI. The chemical combination of 
elements to form compotmds.
85 17 1 ii1
H2. The difference between covalent 
and electrovalent (ionic) bonding.
59 58 4 !(
1
H3. Using the ion detector to measure 
the conductivity of solutions, 
and understanding the results.
41 46 15 1
H4. Writing chemical formulae. 76 21 5
H5. Writing chemical equations. 55 40 KJ
H6. Calculating the formula weight of 
a compound.
69 29 2
H7. Calculations from equations. 40 51 10
11. The idea of a reactivity series of 
metals.
85 14 2
12. The ionisation of water. The mean­
ing of H20 -* H (aq) + 0H‘(aq).
62 56 4
15. Electron transfer in oxidation- 
reduction (Redox) reactions.
44 50 7
14. Corrosion of metals. The idea of 
sacrificial protection.
87 15
i
1
Jl. Acidic and basic oxides. 67 50 2
J2. What is meant by the pH of a 
solution.
95 5 5
J5. The various methods of preparing 
soluble salts.
50 45 7
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J4. Precipitation reactions for pre­
paring insoluble salts.
42 45 Ik 1
J5. Using1 an indicator to tell when 
an acid has neutralised an 
alkali.
94 6 i
I
i
i
J6. Calculations to find the molar­
ity of a solution.
32 52
!
is ;
•i—1Ks* Ion-electron half-equations. 
The meaning of equations like \ii
an
S0^“ + ELO •* S02~ +  2H++ 2e 
5 2 4
d 3e + P0 ~ + 4H + •* m  + 2Ho0 
5 2
29 52
I
17 i
!
|
LI. The 1 cranking" of liquid hydro­
carbons .
52 37 11 |
i!1
•CM1-3 The distillation of crude oil to 
give a number of fractions.
71 23
i
5 ;
!
L3. The making of addition polymers, 
e.g. perspex, polystyrene, P.V.C.
51 36 15 |
j
j
Nl. The breaking down (hydrolysis) of 
carbohydrates using saliva, or 
hydrochloric acid.
47 42
9  ii
!
N2. The formation of esters. 27 52
i
22 i
!
N5. The conversion of fats to soaps. 39 45 1 6  !j
N4. How soaps and detergents clean. 70 22 6 |
N5. Why a scum sometimes forms when 
soap is used for washing.
67 26 7 |
ii
N6. Tne importance of nitrogen contain­
ing compounds.
66 29 6 |
i
01. Making condensation polymers, e.g. 
nylon, phenol-forraaldehyde.
32 47 21 1
it
ii
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Table 3.
The 1971-72 students’ reactions to some 0-grade topics. The results are 
expressed as percentages.
Syllabus2 
Reference TOPIC
Easy
to
Grasp
Difficult
to
Grasp
Never
Really
Grasped
D i d
not
Cover
Gl. Atomic particles and their 
arrangement in the atom.
79 18.5 2 0.5
C-2. The idea of isotopes. 73 23 2.5 1 r,JL * 5
i-n. The chemical combination of 
elements to form compounds.
72.5 24 2.5 1
i
H2. The differences between covalent 
and electrovalent (ionic) bonding.
54.5 38 7
I
0.5
!]
H3. Using the ion detector to measure 
the conductivity of solutions, 
and understanding the results.
27 30 12 3! !
II4V Writing chemical formulae. 67 24 3
6 !
H5. Writing chemical equations. 58 35 7 . ii
H6. Calculating the formula weight of 
a compound.
68 28 3 1 !
f
;
H7. Calculations from equations. 43.5 49 6 1.5
11. The idea of a reactivity series of 
metals.
78 18 3 1
12. The ionisation of water. The mean­
ing of HgO H+(aq) + Olf(aq).
- 62 29 9 -
13* Electron transfer in oxidation- 
reduction (Redox) reactions.
44 39.5 13.5 3
14. Corrosion of metals. The idea of 
sacrificial protection.
86.5 10 3 0.5
ii
•1—I Acidic and basic oxides. 53.5 38 7.5
1
1 j
J2. What is meant by the pH of a 
solution.
79.5 17 2.-5 1 I
i
ii
J3. The various methods of preparing 
soluble salts.
47
______ L
32 9
i
12 |j
j
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J4. Precipitation reactions for pre­
paring insoluble salts.
35
_1
39 9
ii
J5. Using an indicator to tell when an 
acid has neutralised an alkali.
85 11 2
i|
!
J6. Calculations to find the molarity 
of a solution.
38 48 Qs
j
c,
Kl. Ion-electron half-equations. 
The meaning of equations like
and
S0*“ + Ho0 SO?" + 2H+ + 2e ;> 2 4
3e + N0_" + 4H+ -> NO + 2Ho0 
5 2
26 48.5 20 R r ✓ * .
LI. The ucracking" of liquid hydro­
carbons .
48 32.5 * 11 s  r
L2. The distillation of crude oil to 
give a number of fractions.
60 21 8 11
L J . The making of addition polymers, 
e.g. perspex, polystyrene, P.V.C.
50 31 9 10
Nl. The breaking down (hydrolysis) of 
carbohydrates using saliva or 
hydrochloric acid.
44 28 13 15
N2. The formation of esters. 37 32.5 17.5 15
N3. The conversion of fats to soaps. 40 36 13 11
N4. How soaps and detergents clean. 63.5 21 8.5
i
7
N5. Why a scum sometimes forms when 
soap is used for washing.
67.5 17.5 5.5 D r*
h~6. The importance of nitrogen con­
taining compounds.
61.5 22.5 7.5 7 . 5
•
I—1o Making condensation polymers, 
e.g. nylon, phenol-formaldehyde.
36.5 31.5 15 17
l~ o
r
-p
m
C \J
a>.
r - i
P-
<3
rH
*a.;
p
o
CO
COCO
C \ !
rci
cotc o.
o
I
■it-
-p
CO
•H
- P
•H
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Comment*
The results of the 1970-71 students1 responses have already "been 
13published. The comparisons between the results of these students and the 
1971-72 students are striking - see Graphs 1, 2 and 3*
In general, students feel that they had grasped topics Gl, HI, HI, II, 
14, J2 and J5, while H3, H7, 13, J3, J4, Jo, XI, N2, N3 and 01 had caused 
difficulty. Others were inconclusive.
As an independent test of the reliability of the results of these 
questionnaires, the results of six objective tests, set quite independently 
of this research by the S.C.E. Examination Board, were analysed. These 
tests, which were pretests for a later national examination, covered the 
same areas of work as the questionnaires. The sample was representative of 
the whole ability range of 0-grade candidates - approximately the top 40y of 
the school population.
Table 4 shovfs the results for selected questions.
Table 4»
..Comparison of results of 0-grade students in objective tests, with the degree 
of difficulty they thought they had experienced in the same topics.
Syllabus ^  
Reference 
of topic.
Humber
of
items.
Students 1 Reaction 
from 
questionnaires.
Percentage of 
students giving 
correct response.
Gl 4 Easy 69, 85, 65, 89
average 77
H2 3 Inconclusive 46, 55, 57
average 53
K3 6 D m  f x  cult irk / r\ 7 0  7 0  O'? o n± v ,  £-v, J O  , J O ,  c. i , c. i
average 29 , (
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11 4 Easy 45, 75, 56, 59 |
;
average 59 j
13 4 Difficult 35, 49, 46, 30 j
i
average 40 '
L3 4 Inconclusive 45, 54, 24, 50 | 
average 43 j
hi 2 Inconclusive 51, 53 |
i
average 52 !
N2 3 Difficult 30, 31, 32
average 31
H6 3 Inconclusive 78, 43, 45 1
\
average 55
Some agreement between the stated difficulties of the pupils and their 
test performance is apparent.
The objective test items chosen for analysis conformed to each of the 
following criteria
1. Those which in the judgement of a group of experienced setters were
good and fair, despite the fact that not all of them had facility
values falling between 0.35 and 0.85. (This subjective judgement on
an objective test may seem odd, but those who have compiled objective 
tests know only too well how subjective their construction can be).
2. Those in which all distractors functioned - each drawing at least
5/o of the responses.
3# Those which had a biserial correlation between 0.3 and 0.5
The areas of difficulty, and some -possible reasons.
Problems seem to fall into two areas, and their nature requires examin­
ation.
First, pupils seem to be reasonably happy about their ability to write 
chemical formulae and to calculate formula weights, but they are much less 
confident about writing equations and carrying out calculations based on them. 
It might be that formula writing is a skill which can be acquired with little 
or no knowledge of chemistry, whereas the student must know some chemistry to 
be able to write an equation. Perhaps unnecessary emphasis is being laid on 
balanced molecular equations, and the quantitative significance of an equation 
is being misunderstood.
Organic chemistry appears to be a second general area of difficulty. 
Whatever the reasons for this, one contributory factor is already clear. 1,-uch 
of the organic part of the course is close to the end of the printed syllabus 
and, although teachers are free to teach the syllabus in any order they choose 
the majority keep to the printed order.
Students indicated in the questionnaires that the organic chemistry topic 
were either rushed or omitted. This factor is indicated in Tables 2 and 3 
where the early organic topics such as LI, L2 and L3 are quite satisfactory, 
but later topics seem to present more difficulty.
It is of particular interest that A.H. Johnstone reported  ^some coincide 
areas of difficulty, H7 J6 K1 N2 and N3, in studies made of first year 
University students’ reactions to their school chemistry courses.
The author has a long experience (since 1954) of teaching chemistry at 
various levels, and during the writing of the "Chemistry Takes Shape" series 
of school chemistry textbooks, ^  particular attention was paid to known areas 
of difficulty, judged subjectively by experience. With very few exceptions, 
the areas of difficulty were those reported by the students cooperating in 
this research.
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Why are there so nany areas of difficulty for so many pupils? It cam 
all he laid at the door of had teaching on the part of the teachers, and 
inattention on the part of the pupils. Are we trying too much, too early? 
Have we got the order wrong? Is it a matter purely of quantity, or are the 
techniques of thought asked of our pupils of chemistry too sophisticated?
Are Y/e expecting pupils to "make "bricks without straw"? Have we cut o 
too many facts? Have we eliminated too much data? These thoughts are prom 
by the following extract from "How Children Learn" by John Holt.
"It doesn*t take a child long, by such steps, to grasp the 
basic idea, of the cello, the relationship of the bow, the string, 
and the left hand. But while he has been figuring this out, he 
has been ceaselessly active. One could say that he is having 
too much fun - a weak work, really ~ playing the cello to want to 
take time to figure it out. A scientist might say that, along 
with his useful data, the child has collected an enormous quantity 
of random, useless data. A trained scientist wants to cut all 
irrelevant data out of his experiment. He is asking nature a 
question, and he wants to cut down the noise, the static, the random 
information, to a minimum, so that he can hear the answer. But a 
child doesn't work that way. He is used to getting his answers 
out of the noise. He has, after all, grown up in a strange world 
where everything is noise, where he can only understand and make 
sense of a tiny part of what he experiences. His way of attacking 
the cello problem is to produce the maximum amount of da.ta possible 
to do as many things as he can, to use his hands and the bow in as 
many vrays as possible. Then, as ho goes along, he begins to notice 
regularities and patterns. He begins to ask questions - that is, to 
make deliberate experiments. But it is vital to note that until he
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has a great deal of data, he has no idea what questions to ask, or 
what questions there are to be asked."
Further reasons for the existence of so many areas of difficulty nay ale:
be found by referring to the work on educational thought carried out by Piaget.
It is doubtful if this work has had a measurable affect on educational practice, 
particularly with regard to the suggested three main periods of cognitive 
development:-
1. Stage 1 - extending from birth to about 18 months.
2. Stage 2 - continues until about the end of S2 (13 years).
3. Stage 3 - is not complete until about S5 (l6 years). This 
is the stage during which the majority of the 0-grade work 
has to be handled.
How the topics found "Difficult to Grasp" or "Never Really Grasped", by 
both the 1970-71 and 1971-72 students ares-
H3. Using the ion detector to measure the conductivity of solutions, and 
understanding the results.
H7. Calculations from equations.
13* Electron transfer in oxidation-reduction (redox) reactions.
J3. The various methods of preparing soluble salts.
J4. Precipitation reactions for preparing insoluble salts.
J6. Calculations to find the molarity of a solution.
Kl. Ion-electron half-equations. The meaning of equations like
S0^“ + H20 * So|~ + 2H+ + 2e
and 3e + H0^“ + 4H+ * HO + 21^0
N2. The formation of esters.
N3. The conversion of fats to soaps.
01. Making condensation polymers, e.g. nylon, phenol-formaldehyde.
Sections K5< 15 and Kl.
Apart from meter readings, there is little concrete here on whici 
can build. Rather is it hypothetical thinking which is required. The 
also a need to think about the effect of a number of variable factors 
■situation. These are skills which are slow to develop in Stage 3» an: 
be expecting too much from the majority of 0-grade pupils, particular! 
we attempt this work during S3* Conceptually the ideas involved ar 
probably too difficult. In addition, there seems to be too much for a 
to hold in his mind and to be recalled when the occasion demands.
It is noticed also that Section S3 was high in the "Did not Cover 
responses from the 1971-72 students*
Sections K7 and J6.
This work involves both chemistry and arithmetic - a fusion of tr 
given trouble for generations. It is possible that a different appro 
the setting down of such problems on the part of teachers of chemistry 
improve the situation.
The following example would be expected to give most pupils a gr^ 
of trouble.
"What volume of 2 M sulphuric acid will neutralise 20 ml of 0.5 - 
hydroxide solution?"
The lay out of the answer which follows is suggested as one whicl
t
would find easier to follow and to apply to similar situations. This 
type of approach is the kind of response expected of junior laboratory 
in industry. They do the titration - or use an automatic titrineter - 
apply a formula.
For very able pupils, a more reasoned approach may be required, 
necessarily at this point in S3* Somewhere in S5 or S6 would probacl;
tetter place to go into this more fully.
2NaOH + H2S04 — » Na^O^ + 2H20
2 moles 1 mole
2000 ml M 1000 ml M
Cone. NaOH(M) Vol. NaOH(ml) Vol. H SO (ml) Cone. E SO (M)
■ . -- ------ - ----~ ~r _ 4-
0.5 20
1 20 x
1 10 S  5 1
5 x i 2
2.5 2
*=£ 2.5 ml 2M H2S04 are required.
Setting down such problems this way, involves having to deal with 
only one variable factor at a time. The equivalence sign, ==?, could stil
be retained for use in this situation although it is not used in school
mathematics, because there is no reliable substitute. Use of this sign 
by chemistry pupils would emphasise that this is the main chemical step 
in the solution.
A similar layout is suggested for solving problems concerning the 
masses of substances involved in chemical reactions.
E.g. ”What mass of calcium oxide would be obtained by roasting 8 g 
of calcium carbonate?”
Ca CO, CaO + C0n
j 2
Mass Ca CO^(g) Mass Ca 0(g)
100 56
8 56 x 100
8 4.48
4.48g of calcium oxide are obtained.
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These are routine formats with which pupils are familiar in pre.' er.x car 
elementary mathematics. Only one variable factor has to he dealt with at a 
time.
The author and colleagues are presently presenting chemical arithmetic 
to pupils in S3 and S4 in this way, and while concrete figures are not yet 
available, indications to date are that more pupils are solving more problems 
of this kind than hitherto.
Sections J5 and J4»
These sections require experience in practical work and more familiarity 
with chemical techniques than is found in pupils at the S3 stage.
It could be that this work is rushed in schools, as well as being attempt*! 
too early in most courses.
Sections 112, N5 and 01,
This is organic chemistry ?/hich is very often done in school at the end 
the course - a point which has been made before. If any topics have to be 
rushed, or omitted, it is generally the organic work which suffers. It is ncifd 
that these sections are high in the "Did not Cover" responses from the 1971-72 
students.
The areas found "Easy to Grasp".
The topics found "Easy to Grasp" by both the 1970-71 and 1971-72 students
are:-
Gl. Atomic particles and their arrangement in the atom.
ED., The chemical combination of elements to form compounds.
II. The idea of a reactivity series of metals.
14. Corrosion of metals. The idea of sacrificial protection.
J2. What is meant by the pH of a solution.
J5. Using an indicator to tell when an acid has neutralised an alkali.
Sections Gl.and HI.
These topics are pictorial and concrete. Models are widely used. Ther 
a clear pattern which follows the Periodic Table.
Sections II and 14»
This work involves the handling of a limited number of metals, most of 
which are familiar. There is constant reinforcement from numerous exp-eriner 
and constant reference to the reactivity series in subsequent work, Corrosi 
is an everyday chemical experience, and both topics are related.
Sections J2 and J5»
In these sections little understanding is required and no mathematics. 
The pH scale results from concrete operations, and neutralisation follows 
directly from it. No feats of memory are required and any thinking can be 
related directly to experiment. The sections also contain work which has be 
introduced in S2.
Graph 4«
The topics which some of the 1971-72 students "Hid not Cover" at school 
are H3, J3i <14 and almost everything from LI onwards. One only can conjectu_ 
at the reasons, since concrete evidence is lacking.
The use of the ion detector is relatively new in schools, while the 
preparation of salts, in the teaching experience of the author, may not be 
allocated sufficient time.
It is clear that if work is omitted at school, then the organic part of 
the work suffers most.^ It has been suggested that this is so because the 
work normally is carried out toward the end of most O-grade courses. Certai 
it is hard to believe that teachers consider it too be the least important p 
of the course. There is, currently, an increasing tendency on the part of r 
teachers to deal with the organic part of the syllabus in 53, instead of 
towards the end of 34 as hitherto - a point which has been mentioned before.
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T.V. Howe is presently engaged in research work which involves a comparison
between the performances of matched groups of pupils, to whom the O-graoe
syllabus has been taught in a different sequence. The publication of result?
is awaited with great interest, although preliminary work by A.H. Johnstone 
27and K. Urquhart suggests that only in organic topics is there any signifi­
cant difference in pupil performance as a result of this rearrangement.
Pupil Practical Work.
normally four periods per week are allocated to chemistry in S3 and S4 
school. Is this sufficient time in which to cover the course adequately? If 
any "soft pedalling" has to be done in school, it is likely that pupil practiiai 
will be first to be curtailed.
The responses to the additional question in the 1971-72 questionnaire 
showed the following situation regarding the amount of practical work done.
Too much 2$
Too little 56.5$
Sufficient 41*5$
It seems that despite the hopes of the syllabus planners, there is still 
insufficient pupil practical work being carried out in many schools (see p.3 
Is this due to lack of time or to lack of inclination?
B* Reactions to 0-1 Chemistry Course.
In August 19711 200 students, in nine F.E. Colleges, who had completed 
their first year at College in June 1971> were invited to comment on their 0-1 
chemistry course. All these students had passed the 0-1 chemistry examination 
and all had indice/ted an intention to proceed to the 0-2 course. Because this 
sample contained none of the failed students, the results will be rather more 
favourable to the course.
The questionnaire which they were asked to complete is shown at appendix
v n
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2, 3« Questions related to a comparison of 0-grade chemistry with 0-1 
and to some observations concerning the objectives behind their practi 
together with some questions covering both the presentation and center.
0-1 course.
The questionnaire was repeated with another 200 students who had 
their 0-1 course in 1972 and who intended to proceed to the 0-2 course 
after.
The results of these questionnaires follow. Unless otherwise sbarer 
figures are percentages of the total response.
2
1. A comparison between 0-1 course and 0-grade
5
4.
course.'
The 0-1 course was:- 1970-71Students
More enjoyable 42
Less enjoyable 20
About the same 38
2. Was an 0-grade pass in chemistry a suffici­
ently high entrance qualification for the 
0-1 course?
Yes 60
No 34
3Jon*t know 6
3* How did the pace of 0-1 course compare 
with the pace of the 0-grade course.
The 0-1 course was:-
Faster 80
SloY^ er 6
About the same 14
The amount of practical work in the 0-1 
course compared with that in the 0-grade course.
Cr~!_r
31
2b
43
62
33
5
81
More 68 62
Less 1.6 23
About the same 16 15
Despite the subjective nature of the responses, the similarities 
between the 1971 results and those of 1972 are impressive. This gives 
more weight to the supposition that the results of the questionnaires 
reflect genuine reaction on the part of the pupils.
Comment.
Despite the fact that so many of the students felt the increased 
pace of the 0-1 course, few thought that the course was less enjoyable 
than their course at school. One wonders how much these reactions are 
influenced by the greater amount of practical work done during the 0-1 
course.
D. Gunning and C.A. Wood are presently engaged in an evaluation of 
practical work in school chemistry courses. Preliminary results to 
date^ from 78 schools show that although the S.C.E. Examination Board 
syllabus for 0-grade chemistry suggests 82 pupil experiments, 35 of 
these schools allow pupils to carry out less than 50 pupil experiments. 
Indeed two schools allow pupils to carry out only 10-14 experiments in 
two years I These results, even at an early stage in the evaluation, be 
out the comments which have been made already (see p. 33) concerning th 
amount of pupil practical work being carried out in schools. It is 
interesting to find that so many of the students felt that a S.C.E. pas 
at 0-grade was a sufficiently high entrance qualification to the 0-1 
course, more particularly since the vast majority of the students invol 
had pass marks in the lower bands. This point is made clear in chapter
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The students' reactions to their practical work in the laboratory, 
during their 0-1 course, are given in the following results of questicr.
5. Has your laboratory work given you
1970-71 Students
(a) an enthusiastic inquisitive 
attitude to chemistry?
(b) the ability to observe 
accurately?
(c) a knowledge of the different 
laboratory techniques?
(d) an opportunity to apply your 
knowledge of chemistry?
(e) assistance to develop a safety 
conscious attitude?
(f) the ability to follow oral and 
written instructions?
Yes No
41 41
Don't 
Know
18
74
89
62
60
78
18
31
30
16
10
1971-72 Stud sr.'
Yes No
30 52
63 21
84 13
54 38
59 33
74 22
Don*
Know
18
16
Comment.
Few students did not venture an opinion concerning the suggested 
objectives, and the evident failure of the practical work to give the 
students an enthusiastic inquisitive attitude to chemistry is disappoin' 
ing.
Little more than half the students felt that the laboratory work 
provided an opportunity to apply their chemical knowledge,and a fairly 
high percentage felt that the work had not developed a safety conscious 
attitude.
6, In view of the responses to the previous question, it is not
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surprising' that when asked which part of the laboratory course they found 
most difficult to master, one of the greatest single difficulties reported 
was "The writing up of laboratory reports". The greatest single difficulty 
reported by those students who responded to this question was "Calcula­
tions and Results", Difficulties such as these understandably fail to 
engender an enthusiastic inquisitive attitude to chemistry.
Three other difficulties were stated more frequently than others
(i) "Following Experimental Instructions", which is related 
to the difficulties reported above.
(ii) "Finding the necessary apparatus". *
(iii) "Organic work generally”.
One wonders whether the nature and presentation of the laboratory 
work could be investigated, with a view to minimising the problems which 
students have, concerning execution and reporting.
The lack of practice in work such as this at 0-grade level is 
commented upon in chapter 3.
7. Was any tutorial work included in 
your course?
Yes
No
8. If "Yes", did you find it helpful 
or not?
Helpful 
Not helpful 
Uncertain
9* Were regular home exercises a part 
of your 0-1 course?
1970-71
Students
89
11
84
5
11
1971-72
Students
77
23
81
9
10
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Yes
No
63
37
61
Comment.
The amount of tutorial work being attempted is worthy of note - as 
is the students' view that this type of work is helpful to them. Pernaps 
they should have been asked also about the helpfulness of the regular 
home exercises.
10. How were the lecture notes given to you?
Dictated
Duplicated notes issued 
Copied from the blackboard 
A mixture of all three above 
11. How do you prefer to get your lecture 
notes?
Dictated
Duplicated notes issued 
Copied from the blackboard 
A mixture of all three above
1970-71
Students
13
13
4
70
15
33
10
42
1971-7;
Stiller.'
18
10
6
66
22
24
11
43
Comment.
Students seem to favour the issue of more duplicated notesT and 
both positive and negative arguments could be made in their favour. 
Clearly a fair amount of note giving still takes place. It is interesting 
to see that in both of these questions, the second year results show 3. 
slight increase in dictated notes and a decrease in the percentage rf 
students receiving duplicated notes.
12. Have you found your 0-1 course
Easy
Reasonable
Difficult
13. Have you found your 0-1 course
Stimulating
Boring
Neither
Comment.
1970-71
Students
10
83
7
15
22
63
1971-72
Students
9
75
16
12
30
58
Although the vast majority of students found the course reasonable (as 
expected) it is disappointing that such a high percentage indicated that it 
was boring. But despite this response, these students had embarked on an 0-2 
course.1 In the light of these figures, the success or otherwise of these 
students in the 0-2 examination was thought to be worth following up. The point, 
is returned to in chapter 4.
14* This question related to the level of difficulty which students found 
concerning some of the main topics which had been covered during the 0-1 course.
1970-71 Students
Never„ Reason Duff 1 ■=—:—  Easy —  ----- tt Unaer•able -cult stood
Atomic structure - s, p, d and 
f orbitals - electron energy 
levels. 32
Bonding - covalent and ionic 
structure of molecules - 
properties of ionic and covalent 
substances. 23
Energetics - Heats of reaction 
- Hess* Law - Energy of Activ­
ation - catalysis - equilibium. 22
Group and period trends m  the 
Periodic table - valency and 
oxidation state. 15
55
65
54
53
11
11
23
31
1971-72 Students
„ Reason Diffi Easy -- ----  Under-able -cult ixooc
36 41 15
22
20
17
66
48
11
30
50 29
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Organic chemistry - the structures 
and characteristics of carbon 
containing compounds* 52
Comment.
49 18 25 52 19
The similarity between the responses from the two groups of students is
striking, and one would hope that the lecturers teaching the 0-1 course would
benefit from the knowledge*
Moreover, since these are the views of students who had gone on to take
the 0-2 course, their problems probably were magnified many times over in the
case of the students who did not pass the 0-1 examination, and who had not
continued with further study of the subject. *
An investigation into specific problem areas at a similar level - S.C.E.
Examination Board H-grade chemistry - has been carried out by A*H. Johnstone 
15and others. The areas of difficulty reported by students who had taken thir
course and who had proceeded to further study at a University, were broadly 
similar to the above results.
15. Here are some topics which people have found difficult to understand wher 
they were introduced to them at school. Do you now find them easier to under­
stand or not?
1970-71 Students
No
Easier Difference
Calculations to find molarities of 
solutions.
Calculations from equations.
t
The method of precipitation to form 
an insoluble salt.
Redox reactions - the meaning of ion- 
electron half equations, 
e.g. MnO, “+8I1++ 5© Mn2 ++4Ho0
51
61
46
49
39
54
41 59
1971-72 Students 
No
Eas i er Dif f erer. cr
48 
4 6
32
52
54
68
39 61
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The formation of esters. 56 64 28 72
Comment.
It is disappointing to note the very high percentages of niJo Difference” 
responses.
One of the reasons is clear, and numerous lecturers in F.E. Colleges have 
commented upon it in their views which are analysed in chapter 3. This is, 
that much of the work covered at 0-grade is not met again until the 0-2 stage.
As one lecturer put it, "Some of the topics are dealt with more thoroughly 
at the 0-2 stage, but by this time the student has been away from it for an 
academic year." Perhaps 0-1 syllabus planners might take this into account.
But clear problem area,s remain. Teachers and lecturers should find these 
areas of interest.
16. Are there any parts of your lecture course not covered in question 14 which 
you feel that you have not yet understood?
Extremely few students took advantage of this question. The only topic 
which a few students admitted to never having understood (11 students in 1970- 
71, and 8 in 1971-72) was hybridisation. The writer can sympathiseJ
Appendix to Chapter 2.
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A P P E I I P I X  2 ,  1 .
DIOTSRSITY 0? GLASGOW 
Research in Chemical Education
We are trying to find out something about your reactions to the 0-grade 
chemistry course which you completed recently at school. We are also interested in 
your reasons for continuing with the study of chemistry at this College.
We would like you to answer the following questions carefully and seriously.
The results will be of value when any changes in school chemistry courses are consid­
ered.
Name______ _________________ ______________ ______ _______
Secondary School attended ________
1. Have you a S,C«E# Examination Board Pass in 0-grade chemistry (alternative)? 
(Tick the appropriate box.)
Year of pass 19 yes
no
2, What job do you intend to do when you leave College?
(if uncertain please say so)
3.
4.
Why did you study chemistry during your third year and beyond, in secondary 
school? (Tick the box, or boxes below which apply.)
(a) a definite liking for chemistry
(b) no other subject could be taken in its place
(c) good examination results in science in years 
one and two
(a) wanted to prepare for a. job which involved 
chemistry
(e) teachers at school pressed you to take it
(f) parents pressed you to take it.
If you studied chemistry at school for any other reason, please state the reason 
or reasons now, ________________________________________________________
Did you first detect a liking for science in general in
(a) primary school?
00 early secondary school?
(c) late secondary school?
Tick the box which applies.
5* y°u think that tnere are any particular rea.sons for your interest
chemistry? (Place a tick in whichever boxes apply.)
(a) seeing 3. lot about chemistry on television
(b) books which you have read
(c) a good teacher at school
(d) an interesting course in chemistry at school
(e) father's job involved chemistry.
If there are any other reasons, please state them now
6. Some of the topics ?/hich you studied in your school course are listed below. 
Tick your opinion of how you found each topic.
Easy to 
Grasp
Difficult 
to Grasp
Never Reallp 
Grasped
Gl. Atomic particles and their 
arrangement in the atom.
G2. The idea of isotopes.
HI. The chemical combination of elements 
to form compounds.
H2, The differences between covalent and 
electrovalent (ionic) bonding.
H3. Using the ion detector to measure the 
conductivity of solutions, and under­
standing the results.
H4. Writing chemical formulae.
H5. Writing chemical equations.
H6. Calculating the formula weight of a 
compound.
H7. Calculations from equations.
11. The idea of a reactivity series of 
metals.
12. The ionisation of water. The meaning 
of H20 - E(aq) + OH"(aq).
13. Electron transfer in oxiuation- 
reduction (Redox) reactions.
1 
n
 
• Corrosion of metals. The idea of 
sacrificial protection.
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Easy to Difficult fever Really 
Grasp to Grasp Grasped
J1. Acidic and basic oxides.
J2. YThat is meant by the pH of a 
solution.
----------- -- - ,
J5. The various methods of preparing 
soluble salts.
J4. Precipitation reactions for preparing 
insoluble salts.
J5. Using an indicator to tell v/hen an 
acid has neutralised an alkali.
J6. Calculations to find the molarity 
of a solution. %
Kl. Ion-electron half“equations. The 
meaning of equations like
S0^~ + H20 S0^“ + 2H++ 2e
and 3© + NO “ + 4H+ DO + 2Ho0 5 2
LI. The "cracking1* of liquid hydro­
carbons.
L2. The distillation of crude oil to give - 
a number of fractions.
L3. The making of addition polymers,
e.g. perspex, polystyrene, P.V.C.
HI. The breaking down (hydrolysis) of 
carbohydra/fces using saliva or 
hydrochloric acid.
N2. The formation of esters.
H5* The conversion of fats to soaps.
N4. How soaps and detergents clean.
N5. Y/hy a scum sometimes forms when 
soap is used for washing.
H6* The importance of nitrogen con­
taining compounds.
-------------------------------- 1
01. Making condensation polymers,
e.g. nylon, phenol-formaldehyde. .1 ■
Thank you. for your help in completing this questionnaire*
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APPENDIX 2, 2.
UNIVERSITY OP GLASGOW
Research in Chemical Education
We are trying to find out something ahout your reactions to the O-grade 
chemistry course which you completed recently at school. We are also interested _i 
your reasons for continuing with the study of chemistry at this College.
We would like you to answer the following questions carefully and seriously.
The results will be of value when any changes in school chemistry courses are ci.urn.i- 
ered.
Name
Secondary School attended
1. Have you a S.C.E. Examination Board Pass in 0-grade chemistry (alternative)? 
(Tick the appropriate box.)
Year of pass 19 yes
no
2. What job do you intend to do when you leave College?
(if uncertain please say io.)
3. Why did you study chemistry during your third year and beyond, in secondary 
school? (Tick the box, or boxes below which apply.)
(a) a definite liking for chemistry ________
oo no other subject could be taken in its place  I_____
(c) good examination results in science in years
one and two ---------
(a) wanted to prepare for a job which involved I
chemistry
(e) teachers at school pressed you to take i t _________
(f) parents pressed you to take it j____ j
If you studied chemistry at school for any other reason, please St?.»9 bn— rearon 
or reasons now.
4* Did you first detect a liking for science in general in
(a) primary school? __
00 early secondary school?
(c) late secondary school?________________________
Tick the box which applies.
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5. Do y°u trank that there are any particular reasons for your interest in 
chemistry? (Place a tick in v/hichever boxes apply,)
(a) seeing a lot about chemistry on television
books which you have read
(c) a good teacher at school
(d) an interesting course in chemistry at school
(e) father*s job involved chemistry.
If there are any other reasons, please state them now
6, Some of the topics which you studied in your school course are listed below. 
Tick your opinion of how you found each topic.
Never
Easy to 
Grasp
Difficult 
to Grasp
Really
Grasped
Did not 
Cover
Gl. Atomic particles and their 
arrangement in the atom.
G2. The idea of isotopes.
HI. The chemical combination of elements 
to form compounds.
H2, The differences between covalent and 
electrovalent (ionic) bonding.
H3. Using the ion detector to measure the 
conductivity of solutions, and under­
standing the results.
H4. Writing chemical formulae.
H5. Writing chemical equations.
H6. Calculating the formula weight of a 
compound.
H7. Calculations from equations.
11. The idea of a reactivity series of 
metals.
12. The ionisation of water. The meaning 
of H ^ O H +(aq) + OET(aq).
13. Electron transfer in oxidation- 
reduction (Redox) reactions.
14. Corrosion of metals. The idea of 
sacrificial protection.
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Easy to Difficult heally
Grasp to Grasp Grasped
Jl, Acidic and "basic oxides.
j2. Y/hat is neant by the pH of a 
solution.
J3. The various methods of preparing 
soluble salts.
J4, Precipitation reactions for pre­
paring insoluble salts.
J5* Us ing an indicator to tell when an
acid has neutralised an alkali.
j6. Calculations to find the molarity 
of a solution.
LI. The "cracking” of liquid hydro­
carbons.
L2. The distillation of crude oil to 
give a number of fractions.
15. The making of addition polymers,
e.g. perspex, polystyrene, P.V.C.
- -   . _   . ,    -- — . -
HI. The breaking down (hydrolysis) of
carbohydrates using saliva or hydro­
chloric acid.
N2. The formation of esters.
113 • The conversion of fats to soa.ps.
H4. How soaps and detergents clean.
K3. Why a scum sometimes forms when
soap is used for washing.
N6. The importance of nitrogen con­
taining compounds#
01. Making condensation polymers,
e.g. nylon, phenol-formaldehyde.
Kl* Ion-electron half-equations. The 
meaning of equations like
S0^~ + H20 S0^“ + 2H++ 2e
and 5e + N 0 “ + 4H+-f NO + 2Ho0 
5 *
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7* Do you feel' that your chemistry course at school contained too much practic 
work for you to do yourself. too little, or that the amount of practical v/o 
which you did was sufficient?
Too much
Too little ________
Sufficient
Thank you for your help in completing this questionnaire#
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AFP5-1PIX
ThT/ER3r?Y O P  G L A S G 0 . 7  
Research in Chemical Education
When you commenced tne 0-1 Chemistry course in this college in August, 1971j 
you were asked to complete a questionnaire concerning your reactions to your school 
course in Chemistry*
Now that you have completed your first year at*...................Technical
College, we would like you to cooperate further by answering the following questions, 
carefully and seriously.
Where relevant, please indicate your answer by placing a tick (✓) in the 
appropriate box.
(i) How has your 0-1 Chemistry course compared with your Chemistry course at 
school? ______
More enjoyable
Less enjoyable
about the same
(2) Do you feel that the possession of an 0-grade pass in Chemistry from school
was a sufficiently high qualification to allow you to commence the 0-1 course in
Chemistry at Technical College?
Yes
No
Donft know
(3) Has there been more or less practical work in your 0-1 course than in your
0-grade course at school?
Paster
Slower
about the same
(4) Has there been more or less practical work in your 0-1 course than in your
0-grade course?
More
Less
about the same
(5) The following are some stated reasons for including practical work in the 
laboratory in your course. Please indicate whether or not you feel tnao your 
laboratory work has beiiefited you in the ways suggested.
Yes No Don’t Nnow
(a) It has given you an enthusiastic 
inquisitive attitude to Chemistry.
(*>) It has given you the ability to 
observe accurately.
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Yes No T\~ V- 1 X T-,.., - jj j.. 1j iv. uw * :
(c) It has given you a knowledge of the 
different laboratory techniques 1
(a) It has given you an opportunity to 
apply your knowledge of Chemistry
!
i1
(e) It has helped you to develop a 
safety conscious attitude
j
i
(0 It has given you the ability to 
follow oral and written instructions
|
(6) Which part of your laboratory course have you found most difficult to mas- 
(Please indicate on the dotted line).
(7) Have you had any tutorial work included in your course?
Yes
No
(8) If the answer to (7) above is ’Yes*, indicate whether you found the tutorial 
work helpful or not.
Helpful 
Not Helpful 
Uncertain
(9) Y/ere regular home exercises a part of your 0-1 course?
Yes
No
(10) How were your lesson (lecture) notes given to you during your 0-1 coarse?
Dictated
Duplicated notes issued 
Copied from the Blackboard 
A mixture of all three above
(11) How do you prefer to get lesson (lecture) notes?
Dictated
Duplicated notes issued 
Copied from the Blackboard 
A mixture of all three above
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(12) Have you found your 0-1 course
(13) Have you found your 0-1 course
Easy
Reasonable
Difficult
Stimulating 
or Boring 
Neither
(14) Here are some mam topics covered during your 0—1 course* Please indicate 
whether you found each group o± topics easy, reasonable or difficult to understand, 
or even if you never understood them.
Atomic Structure - s,p,d and f orbitals 
- electron energy levels
of molecules - properties of ionic and 
covalent substances
Energetics - Heats of Reaction - Hess* 
Law - Energy of Activation - catalysis 
- equilibrium
Group and period trends in the Periodic 
Table - valency and oxidation state
Organic Chemistry - the Structures and 
characteristics of carbon containing 
compounds
Easy Reasonable Difficult NeverUnderstood
!
|
1
I
i
I
i
!
(15) Here are some topics which most people found difficult to understand when the 
were introduced to them at school. Do you now find them easier to understand or r.c:
Calculations to find molarities of solutions 
Calculations from equations
The method of precipitation to form an insoluble salt
Redox reactions - the meaning of ion-electron half 
equations e.g.
MnOf  + 8H+ 3e Mn2++ 4H„0 
The formation of esters
Easier No Difference
(l6) Are there any parts of jyour lecture course not covered, in 0»"*d ^h-1" 
that you have not yet understood? (Please indicate on the dotted lines)”
Thank you for your cooperation in completing this questionnaire.
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The Views of the Lecturers
It was suggested that the lecturers in the nine E.E. Colleges which were 
cooperating in this research, and who were involved in the teaching of the O-I 
chemistry course, mignt be asked for their views concerning the preparation 
which the new school chemistry syllabus gave.
Questionnaires were sent to these lecturers - see Appendix 3» !• Twenty* 
one replies were received. The results, together with some comments, are give: 
below,
1, All the lecturers who had experience of teaching 0-grade alternative 
chemistry agreed that it was more interesting to teach, more interesting to 
learn but more demanding on the teacher than the traditional syllabuses.
With regard to its effect on the pupils, opinion was divided. Only one 
quarter felt that the syllabus was more demanding on the pupil than the tradi­
tional one. The writer finds the majority opinion here hard to accept and to
explain - unless it be that the lecturers involved are not in agreement with
the aims of the new syllabus, and are judging the demands on the pupil by the 
amount of factual material which has to be recalled,
2. Opinion was also divided on the question if a S,C,E, pass in 0-grade
chemistry was a sufficiently high entrance qualification for an 0-1 course.
Yes 70$
No 30$
It must be remembered that the majority of 0-1 candidates are whose who 
gained only a bare pass in 0-grade, Y/ith this in mind the 70/b figure is
surprisingly high,
A future development by the S.C.E. Examination Board is that, from 191)1 
0-grade candidates who score upwards of 30/' in tne examination will be awaro.fu 
an appropriate band letter, corresponding to the scaled'mark scored in the
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examination j in accordance v/iih Table 5.
Table 5
Band A B C D E No Award
Scaled Llark 70-100 60-69 50-59 40-49 30-59 0-29
It is a matter of conjecture bow this change will effect the standard of
future P.E. College entrants, but the Board have indicated that they consider
this change will not affect the standard of the 0-grade examination.
5* Do you find that your 0-1 students have been unable to cover any specific
areas of study during their 0-grade course at school? «
Yes 4 0$
No 60$
The specific areas mentioned most frequently by the 40$ were:
H5. Writing chemical equations.
H7. Calculations from equations,
J6. Calculations to find the molarity of a solution.
Ll-01 "Parts of the organic work".
Since the first three of the above topics did not show up significantly
in Graph 4 in chapter 1, but fairly high in Graphs 2(a) and (b), one -wonders
if the lecturers concerned read "master" for "cover".
It is the writer's experience that a view commonly held by those in
tertiary education assumes that if a topic is mentioned in a syllabus, then it
must have been mastered! There are several possible reasons why this is not so, 
and one would hope that P.S. lecturers would appreciate this. This point is 
commented upon in a paper, recently published by the Royal Society, entitled
I • T -t | |  1 6
"Entry to Chemistry Courses at the Tertiary Lcvej. •
However, with regard to the organic part of the course, the views of the 
lecturers do substantiate the remarks which have been made previously about 
omissions at many schools.
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4. Bo you feel that the 0-grade school course has trained students suffici­
ently in practical skills?
Yes 17$
Ho 83^
Clearly the college lecturers felt that practical skills were not obvious in 
their students. In an attempt to discover the areas where the lack of practical 
skills was most obvious, lecturers were asked to specify areas where the abseiue 
of these skills was most apparent,
A general lack of manipulative talent was commented upon frequently - in 
assembling apparatus, in the use of specific pieces of apparatus and eauipnent 
such as the pipette, burette, and chemical balance, A claim was also made thro 
students showed a lack of confidence when called upon to handle small quantities 
of chemicals. The feelings of one lecturer were expressed succinctly in the 
question "Bo pupils ever carry out an experiment themselves?" while another 
showed his exasperation (or misunderstanding) by stating that the specific arexs 
in which practical skills were lacking were "Too numerous to mention".
At first sight these views might give rise to serious misgivings about tin
way in which 0-grade chemistry is being taught in schools. Indeed, in the
l6light of the preliminary results of B. Gunning to which reference has been 
made previously, these comments may not be far out]
But on reflection, one wonders if the strongest of these comments are fair, 
when considered in the light of the aims and objectives of the 0-grade course,
-j n
Curriculum Papers7> which covers only years SI and S2, lists tne follow­
ing two practical skills which pupils should acquire as they follow the course... 
in its general objectives
(i) some simple science based skills, and
(ii) some experimental techniques involving several skills.
The S.G.E. Examination Board syllabus, howrever, does not lay any e^pnacis 
on the development of psychomotor skills in tne seven listed aims o_ uhe
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syllabus. i e courses therein are more concerned with establishing a famili­
arity with ideas and with material, rather than in reaching a high standard in 
apparatus skills. After all, only a minority of pupils will ever require then.
One mignt argue that the requirements of E.E. should have more prominence 
in the establishing oj. specific oojectives. But on the other hand it must be 
remembered tnat of the 100,000 pupils entering SI in Scottish schools each year, 
less th«,n 20,000 will sit the S.C.E* 0-grade examination. Of the successful 
pupils, less than 500 enter 0-1 chemistry courses in P.S. Colleges each year.11
While it could be conceded, especially in the light of the response of the 
students to Question 7 in appendix 2, 2, that more pupil practical work could 
be done in many schools, one has to distinguish between "education" and "train­
ing". If the skills are so important at the P.E. stage, one could argue that it 
is the place of the Colleges to teach them. In this connection it is interest­
ing’ to note that since session 1969-70, suggested learning objectives have been 
included in the general foreword on laboratory work in chemistry, in the Schemes
p
of Work published by S.A.N.C.A.D. One of these (Number 6) reads:-
"A knowledge of important laboratory techniques: the ability to use
equipment efficiently and to interpret results."
Mastering laboratory techniques such as the use of a pipette, is work 
which can readily be accomplished by a student of 16 years. But it must be 
borne in mind that a school pupil can pass the 0-grade examination comfortably 
without ever having seen such a piece of apparatus, let alone used one.
Hie 'whole matter of practiced work and its assessment is a most interesting 
one which is almost permanently under study somewhere. In place of the imprac­
tical practical examination, work is presently in progress to devise paper and 
pencil tests of certain skills which would arise in practical worx - such as 
safety, how things work, experimental design and the processing Oj. results.
J. McGuire, whose work is not yet published, is examining this as part of an
investigation into practical work in the S.C.K. Examination Board's Carti;
of Sixth Year Studies in Chemistry,19 while J.G. Buckley and R.F. Ilerra hs.
published t-i/o interesting articles recently - "Practical Work in S irih-icr
20
Chemistry Courses - an Enquiry" and "Student preferences for different 
Methods of assessing Practical Work in Chemistry."21 It will be interest: 
to see how these ideas develop.
5* -Do you find that, in general, your 0-1 students show an interest in:
Yes ?:p
(a) their practical v/ork? 85 15
(b) their theoretical work? 80 20
(c) quantitative calculations? 15 85
The responses clearly indicate a lack of interest in calculations, a 
which was found, in chapter 2, to cause difficulty to students.
This lack of interest is probably due to the pupils1 previous lack of 
success with such calculations. It highlights a well known problem among 
teachers and examiners as well as pupils, and substantiates the need for ~ 
research work in this field. Miss K. Urquhart is currently engaged on a 
research project dealing with problem solving in both mathematics and sci 
the results of which could prove extremely useful to teachers of chemistry
6. The lecturers indicated that the understanding of the following xopic 
either "Less than adequate" or "Totally inadequate", in .the students enter 
0-1 courses. The references within the brackets refer to the syllabus re* 
in appendices 2, 1 and 2, 2.
4 (H4.) Writing chemical formulae.
5 (H5.) Writing chemical equations.
6 (H7.) Calculations from equations.
7 (X3•) Electron transfer in redox reactions.
10 ( - ) The interconversion of salts.
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11 (Jo.) Calculations to find the molarities of solutions.
12 (Kl.) •/ritiriii ion—electron half equations.
N"\rH (Kl.) Understanding’ ion-electron half equations.
16 (Ml.) The hydrolysis of carbohydrates.
20 (M2.) The formation of esters.
22 (H4.) The mechanics of detergency.
23 ( - ) "Why an ionic compound, such as Na+Cl dissolves in water.
Of these 12 topics, 7 of them were stated by the majority of 0-1 students 
to be "Difficult to Grasp" or "Never Really Grasped". Two of them had not beer, 
covered in the students* questionnaire. Of the remaining* three topics, two 
(N1 and N4) had proved inconclusive from the students’ responses, although then- 
had felt that they had grasped topic E4.
9. Mention of syllabus objectives was made in the comments upon the responses 
of the lecturers to question 4* At the time of writing, no specific objectives 
ha'vebeen published for the 0-grade chemistry syllabus. The current syllabus"*- 
refers only to seven broad aims.
The lecturers, however, were provided with nine specific objectives (basei 
upon unpublished work of the Central Committee on Science) for the 0-grade
chemistry syllabus, and were asked to indicate whether or not they agreed thar
each objective had been obtained.
Yes Ho
(a) The ability to sift a great deal of given information
and to select only that required to solve a given
problem. 90
00 The ability to criticise statements in chemistry. 35 5^
(c) The ability to apply knowledge to unfamiliar problems. 30 70
The ability to design experimental arrangements in
order to check predictions. * •
(e) The ability to understand the importance of the
presence of variable factors in an experimental
• • ■ • 45 55siTuamon.
(f) The ability to record results in graphical or
diagrammatic form. " ^
(g) awareness of the contrioution of chemistry to
the well-being of the country. 80 20
(h) The ability to carry out oral and written experi­
mental instructions. 75 25
(i) The ability to work safely and cleanly, at the
required speed. 0^ 70
While one must not read too much into the unsupported, subjective views 
of the lecturers, the results make interesting reading.
None of the objectives stated are knowledge objectives. Their order of 
complexity is higher. One would have hoped that the 0-grade syllabus might 
have had more success in achieving the objectives stated, for which a greater 
depth of understanding is necessary than for purely knowledge objectives.
10. Almost half of the lecturers took the opportunity to state any addition?.! 
personal comments which they felt might be useful. The following comments wer 
found to occur most frequently, and it is suggested that teachers, lecturers 
and syllabus planners could learn from them. The first comment was by far xis 
most common.
(i) "There should be a greater link between the 0-grade syllabus and tne 
0-1 syllabus."
Several of the lecturers commented that much of the 0-grade ,.ork was 
tackled in the F.S. Colleges until during the 0-2 course, when the work whrci 
had been done at school was extremely hazy in the minds of the s u^ents -
it v/as there at all.
This comment seems to be justified,
(ii) "The communications between teachers and lecturers in many areas are 
poor."
, .  -     _ -u  / I  v>r>+ ■f.'-'-i'm  Q -C  Q ' r p  t : mConferences do not seem to help ver* nucu. Co«*~ -ox ~o_-----o--- _
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between teachers and lecturers be beneficial to both, and to the students?
This point was raised at the first conference of the Sducatior. Division
of the chemical Society in Scotland. The main item which was praised was the
chance to exchange views between teachers and F.E. lecturers.
The results of a questionnaire distributed at a conference on "rhsterv",
attended by 1..&. Lecturers and held in Edinburgh, have been received, by the 
22
writer. The feeling of the conference seemed to be that the feature which 
interested most people attending was "Meeting and hearing the views and urobl 
at other levels in chemistry teaching." One of the areas which many of the 
lecturers felt should be debated at future conferences was "School and TJniver 
sity/Technical College interfaces."
It seems to the writer that much good could come from closer and more 
frequent communication between teachers and F.E. lecturers.
(iii) "There is a lack of real objectives concerning the 0-grade course."
It is understood that such a set of specific objectives have been sugges 
by a working party drawn from the S.C.E. Examination Board's Chemistry Panel 
and the Scottish Central Committee for Chemistry.
(iv) "The students are poor at presenting a logical and neat report."
This is something at which the average 0-grade pupil will have had littl
practice, but the second of the suggested learning objectives stated in the
2
Schemes of Y/ork published by S.A.N.C.A.D. reads
"The ability to obtain, preserve and communicate information.
The presentation of a logical report is something wnich the student must 
learn in College, but the general lack of neatness among students at all stafc 
is deplored.
5. "There is a lack of solid grounding in the interpretation of equations 
the chemistry, not the arithmetic."
The interpretation of equations in the early stages has been a problem
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for chemistry teachers for some time. The entire question of how best, to 
the topic of chemical equations at the S3 and S4 stages at school is jrese 
"being investigated by T.V. Howe. Some material has been published,^  and 
hoped that this work will improve both the teaching and the understanding 
the topic•
Conclusions
The results of the work outlined in 
a gap between schools and F.E. Colleges, 
progress has been made in certain areas, 
these establishments is essential.
this chapter, indicate that there is 
v/hich needs to be closed. "Hkile n:me 
it is felt that closer contact becrsen
Appendix to Chapter 5*
Appendix •!»
UNIVERSITY 0? GLASGOW 
Research in Chemical Education
Questionnaire for Lecturers in Technical Colleges
When completing this questionnaire would you kindly put a tick (y') in 
the appropriate box.
1. Do you think that the present 0-grade chemistry (alternative) syllabus i
(a) more interesting to teach than the traditional Yes
syllabus? No
00 more interesting to learn than the traditional Yes
syllabus? No
•
(c) more demanding on the teacher than the tradition- Yes
al syllabus? No
(d) more demanding* on the student than the tradition- Yes
Noal syllabus?
2.
5.
Are you satisfied that, in general, a S.C.E. pass in 0-grade chemistry i 
a sufficiently high “entrance qualification” for an 0-1 course in chemis
Yes
No
Do you find that your 0-1 students have been unable to cover any speci: 
areas of study during their 0-grade course at school?
Yes
No
If "Yes”, please specify beneath the topics most commonly omitted.
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Questionnaire for Lecturers in Technical College*
4. Do you feel tliat the 0-grade school course h3,s trained students suffici­
ently in practical skills?
Yes
No
If any particular skills seem to be absent, please specify them here.
5* Do you find that, in general, your 0-1 students show an interest in
(a) their practical work? Yes No
00 their theoretical work? Yes No
(e) auantitative calculations? Yes No
6. The following are specific areas in the present S.C.3. 0-grade chemistry 
syllabus. Would you please indicate whether you find the understanding 
of students entering your 0-1 course in chemistry to be more than adeq­
uate, adequate, less than adequate, or totally inadequate?
Topic
More than Adequate Less than Totally
adequate adequate inadequate
!• Atomic structure.
2. The formation of covalent and 
ionic substances.
3. The use of an "ion detector" 
to measure the conductivity 
of solutions, and the com­
prehension of the results.
4. Writing chemical formulae.
5. Writing chemical equations.
6, Calculations from equations.
7. Electron transfer in Redox 
reactions. , !i
8. The theory of corrosion in 
metals.
i
(
9. The various methods of 
preparing salts.
i
i
j
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Topic I,lore than 
adequate
Adequate Less then 
adequate
'let ally | 
inadequate j
10. The interconversion of salts.
11. The calculations to find the 
molarities of solutions.
12. Writing ion electron half 
equations.
13* Understanding ion electron 
half equations.
14. Understanding the difference 
between symbols such as Cu 
and Cu^+, Cl and Cl~ etc.
15. The distillation of crude oil.
16. The hydrolysis of carbohy­
drates.
17. The hydrolysis of proteins.
18. The formation of condensation 
polymers.
19. The formation of addition 
polymers.
20. The formation of esters.
21. Soap formation.
22. The mechanics of detergency,
23. Why an ionic compound, such 
as Na+Cl~, dissolves in water.
24. The nitrogen cycle and its 
importance•
9# The following are some objectives which it has been suggested are 
by the present 3.C.3. 0-grade course in chemistry. Do you agree?
The ability to sift a great deal of given information 
and to select only that required to solve a given 
problem.
itba:
a(
0>
(c
(a
(e
(f
The ability to criticise statements in chemistry.
The ability to apply knowledge to unfamiliar problems.
The ability to design experimental arrangements in 
order to check predictions.
The ability to understand the importance of the 
presence of variable factors in an experimental 
situation.
Hie ability to record results in graphical or 
diagrammatic form.
An awareness of the contribution of chemistry to the 
well-being of the country.
Yes
2:0
Yes
'To
Yes
ITo
Yes
Ho
Yes
ITo
Yes
ITo
Yes
ITo
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(h) The ability to carry out oral and written Yes 
experimental instructions. nO
(i) The ability to work safely and cleanly, at the Yes 
required speed. no
10. Have you any other relevant personal comments which you feel might 
help us in our assessment of the chemistry syllabuses in schools on 
Industrial Trainees in Scotland?
Yes
Ho
If "yes11, can you please state them now.
Thank you for your assistance.
CHAPTER 4.
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Chapter 4.
Comparisons of Performances.
Much has been said of the poor value of individual performances in 0-grade 
examinations as a predictive tool in relation to performances in subsequent 
examinations. It was decided to test this view by comparing the performances 
of as many of the students as possible, in a number of examinations.
Students who entered the I1.S. Colleges in August 1970 had their perform­
ances in either 2 or 3 examinations compared. These were, 0-grade, 0-1 and 
0-2 chemistry.
Students who entered the F.E. Colleges in August 1971 had their perform­
ances in 0-grade and in 0-1 chemistry compared.
A. The 1970 Entrants.
Correlation between performances in 0-grade and 0-1 chemistry.
Firstly the performance of each student in the S.C.B. 0-grade examination 
in alternative chemistry was obtained. This was given a band mark, in accord­
ance with Table 6,
Table 6.
fo Mark
0cr\
A
89-85 84-30 79-75 74-70 69-65
Band llark 1 2 3 4 5 6
64-60 59-55 54-50 49-45 44-40 39-55 <  34
7 8 9 10 11 12 13
The students in each of the 9 Colleges were placed in an order of merit
O.M.
(*) decided upon by their performance at 0—grade. The bands show clearly
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that few students possessed a very high hand score at 0-grade*
Next tne mane of each student in 0-1 chemistry was obtained* These rums
were placed in the appropriate band - see Table 6 - and the stude?its rleoai in
O.M.
a second order of merit (ii)
The Spearman Rank Correlation Coefficient2  ^(R) between these 2 crderr of
merit Y/as calculated for each College.
However, since the 0-1 chemistry examination is not a national one, It was
decided to standardise these raw marks. Therefore the mean (X) end standard '
deviation (S) for each College examination vra,s calculated, and each mark win
converted to a standard score, that is, to give a series of marks with a mem
of 50 and a standard deviation of 10.
A mark (N) with a mean of zero and a standard deviation of 1, is foun; by
Raw Score - Keen 
Standard Deviation
These marks are not easily recognisable as such, and the standardised
score is given by
(N x 10) + 50
where 10 is the "new" standard deviation, and 50 is the "new" mean.
These standardised scores were then used to produce a third order of merit
O.M.
(iii) after having been given the appropriate band mark - see Table c. Tie 
Spearman Rank Correlation Coefficient2  ^(R) between this order of merit and 
the order of merit on the 0-grade results, also was calculated.
Results for each of the 9 Colleges follow.
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Centre 1
Student
0~grade
band
O.M.
(i)
0-1
Mark
0-1
band
O.M.
(ii)
0-1
Stand­
ardised
Mark Band
n ■*r i 
(iii) |
1 9 10.5 58 8 7 47 10 7
2 4 1 56 8 7 46 10 7
5 8 8.5 56 12 10.5 35 12 10.5
4 9 10.5 38 12 10.5 36 12 10.5
5 5 2.5 57 8 7 46 10
7  i
6 7 6 70 5 4 53 9 4.5 |
7 7 6 52 9 9 44 11 9
8 8 8.5 68 6 5 52 9 4.5
9 7 6 90 1 2 63 7 2.5
10 6 4 94 1 2 65 6 1
11 5 2.5 92 1 2 64 7 2.5
X for centre - 64.6 
S for centre - 19*4
O.M. O.M.
R between (i) and (ii) - O.464
O.M. O.M.
R between (i) and (iii) - 0.450
Significance of R.
This rank correlation coefficient has been designed so that when the two 
rankings are identical the rank correlation coefficient has the value + 1. 
When the rankings are as greatly in disagreement as possible i.e. when one 
ranking is exactly the reverse of the other, the rank: correlation coefficient 
is - 1.
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Tables were consulted for the different College sample sizes, end the 
significance or otherwise of R found.
If R is significant at better than the 5i0 level for the sample size, it 
is very unlikely to have occurred by chance i.e. the 0-grade band has been a 
good predictor of the 0-1 score.
In the case of this centre, R is not highly significant.
Centre 2
Student
0-grade
band
O.M.
(i)
0-1
Mark
0-1
band
O.M.
(ii)
0-1
Stand­
ardised
Mark Bend
C;V'. J .*
(Hi
1 8 7 62 7 1.5 64 7 1.5
2 6 4 15 15 14 28 15 15
5 5 2 55 9 4.5 57 8 4.5
4 9 11.5 57 12 11.5 45 10 9.5
5 10 15 55 12 11.5 45 11 12.5
6 5 2 62 7 1.5 64 7 1.5
7 9 11.5 54 9 4.5 5B 8 4.5
8 5 2 45 11 9 49 10 9-5
9 9 11.5 40 11 9 47 10 9.5
10 8 7 28 15 14 58 12 14
11 9 11.5 51 15 14 40 11 12.5
12 9 11.5 54 9 4.5 58 8 4.5
15 7 5 49 10 7 54 9 7
14 9 11.5 40 11 9 47 10
O c;y * >
15 8 7 55 9 4.5 57 . 8
/ c‘t *
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X for centre - 43.7 
S for centre - 12.8
O.M. O.M.
R between (i) and (ii) - 0.332
O.M. O.M.
R between (i) and (iii) r 0.303
Significance of R.
In the case of this centre, R is not highly significant.
Centre 3
Student
0-grade
band
O.M.
(i)
0-1
Mark
0-1
band
O.M.
(ii)
0-1
Stand­
ardised
lark
•
Sand
i
i
O.M. j 
(iii) j
1 7 7 41 11 15.5 46 10 16
2 6 4 47 10 12.5 50 9 11.5
3 6 4 E 1 2.5 E 1 2.5
4 5 1.5 38 12 18 45 10 16
5 9 19 81 3 5 68 6 5.5
6 8 12 70 5 7.5 62 7 7.5
7 8 12 46 10 12.5 49 10 16 |
8 9 19 71 5 7.5 62 7 7.5 1I
9 9 19 44 11 15.5 48 10 16 ji
10 8 12 Hi 1 2.5 E 1 2.5
11 ' 9 19 51 9 10 52 9 11.5
12 5 1.5 E 1 2.5 E 1 2.5
13 8 12 49 10 12.5 51 9 11.5
14 6 4 E l 2.5 E 1 2.5
15 8 12 37 12 18 44 11 19
16 9 19 48 10 12.5 50 9 11.5
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Student
O-graxLe
band
O.M.
(i)
0-1
Mark
0-1
band
O.M.
(ii)
0-1
Stand­
ardised
Mark
|
- T ! 
, |
17 9 19 38 12 18 45 10 I-.:
18 7 7 64 7 9 59 8 | *
19 7 7 79 4 .6 67 6 |
. 20 8 12 20 13 21 35 12 | 2:i
21 9 19 18 13 21 34 13 ! 21.:*
22 8 12 18 13 21 34 13 j 21.-
Hote
The letter E in this and subsequent lists, indicates that the student was exsrnt 
from having to sit the relevant examination. In such cases the student has msn 
awarded a. band 1 mark.
X for centre r 47*8 
S for centre = 18*7
0. M* O.M.
R between (i) and (ii) - 0.320
O.M. O.M.
R between (i) and (iii) r 0*356
Significance of R.
In the case of this centre, R is not highly significant.
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Centre 4
Student
0-grade
band
O.M.
(i)
0-1
Mark
0-1
band
O.M.
(ii)
0-1
Stand­
ardised
Mark Band
O.M.
(iii)
1 6 3.5 43 11 5.5 50 9 4.5
2 8 7 45 10 4 52 9 4.5
3 6 3.5 6o 7 1.5 62 7 2
4 4 2 62 7 1.5 64 7 2
5 7 5.5 57 8 3 60 7 2
6 7 5.5 40 11 5.5 48 10 6
7 3 1 27 13 8 38 12 8
8 10 9 28 13 8 39 12 8
9 9 8 24 13 8 36 12 8
X for centre - 42*9
S for centre ; 15,7
O.M. O.M.
R between (i) and (ii) - 0.388
O.M. O.M.
R between (i) and (iii) z. 0.400
Significance of R.
In the case of this centre, R is not highly significant.
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Centre 5
Student
0-grade
band
O.M.
(i)
0-1
Mark
0-1
band
O.M.
(ii)
0-1
Stand­
ardised
T:!ark Bzr.i ’III)
1 9 39 35 12 36 40 11 “ .5
2 7 21.5 13 13 40.5 26 13 42
3 7 21.5 63 7 11 57 8 11
4 9 39 59 8 17 55 8 11
5 9 39 34 13 40.5 39 12 39
6 8 31 60 7 11 56 q U
7 7 21.5 72 5 4 63 7 4.5
8 5 5 51 9 24 50 0/ --.5
9 7 21.5 57 8 17 ’ 54 9 :i.5
10 7 21.5 53 9 24 v 51 0 —  •5
n 8 31 57 8 17 . 54 9 ,.5
12 7 21.5 46 10 28.5 47 10 :r-\5
13 7 21.5 67 6 7 60 7 i.5
14 4 1.5 74 5 4 64 7 4.5
15 8 31 51 9 24 50 c 21.5
16 9 39 77 4 2 66
r 2
17 5 5 33 13 40.5 39 12 30
18 6 11.5 83 3 1 70
c.y 1
19 5 5 52 9 24 51
0y 21.5
20 8 31 59 8 17 55 s ■ 11
21 8 31 54 9 24 52 0y — *5
22 7 21.5 52 9 24 51
O 1 > j -1.5
23 6 11.5 65 7 11 57 3 !
24 9 39 42 11 32 44 11 ; 33.5
25 8 31 64 7
11 58 5 j u
1
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Student
0-grade 
band
O.K.
(i)
0-1
Mark
0-1
band
O.M.
(ii)
0-1
Stand­
ardised
Mark Band
o.::. ;
(iii) :
26 9 59 66 6 7 59 8
j
11
27 6 11.5 66 6 7 59 8 n  !
28 6 11.5 40 11 52 45 11 33.5 1
29 9 59 52 9 24 51 9 21.5
50 6 11.5 64 7 11 58 8 11 !
t
51 9 59 16 15 40.5 28 15
........  ...................1
42
j
52 7 21.5 40 11 52 45 11 55.5
55 5 5 51 15 40.5 57 12 59
54 7 21.5 45 10 28.5 46 10 28.5
55 7 21.5 58 12 56 42 11 55.5
56 6 11.5 71 5 4 62 7 4.5 |
57 6 11.5 55 8 17 52 9 21.5
58 6 11.5 56 8 17 55 9 21.5
59 8 51 40 11 52 45 11 55.5
40 4 1.5 58 8 17 54 9 21.5
41 5 5 17 15 40.5 28 15 42
42 7 21.5 40 11 52 43 11 55.5
45 9 59 55 12
.. . . . . j
56 40 11
..... , ■■■ ■ -  j
55.5
X for centre - 51.2
S for centre s 15•9
O.M. O.M.
R between (i) and (ii) r 0.137
O.K. O.M.
R between (i) and (iii) - 0.099
Significance of R.
In the case of this centre, R is not at all significant.
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Centre 6
Student
0-grade
band
O.M,
(i)
0-1
Mark
0-1
band
O.M.
(ii)
0-1
Stand­
ardised
Mark Band
O.M.
(iii:
1 7 18 E 1 2.5 E 1 2 c
2 9 33.5 47 10 21.5 52 9 22
3 9 33.5 51 9 15 56 8 14
4 5 6.5 46 10 21.5 51 9 22
5 6 11.5 63 7 6.5 66 6 6
6 7 18 47 10 21.5 52 9 22
7 8 24.5 40 11 28 46 10 28.5
8 9 33.5 60 7 6.5 63 7 8
9 9 33.5 46 10 21.5 51 9 22
10 8 24.5 40 11 28 46 10 28.5
11 8 24.5 28 13 37 36 12 36
12 6 11.5 E 1 2.5 E 1 2.5
13 9 33.5 54 9 15 58 8 14
14 7 18 25 13 37 34 13 39
15 6 11.5 52 9 15 56 8 14
16 7 18 51 9 15 56 8 14
17 9 33.5 44 11 28 50 9 22
18 5 6.5 36 12 32.5 43 11 33
19 8 24.5 40 11 28 46 10 28.5
20 5 6.5 E 1 2.5 E 1 2.5
21 10 40 32 13 37 ✓ 1 40 11 33
22 4 3 54 9 15 58 8 14
23 9
i
33.5 40
,
11
00CM
1
46 10
.
28.5
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Student
0-grade
band
O.M.
(i)
0-1
Mark
0-1
band
O.M.
(ii)
0-1
Stand­
ardised
Mark Band
O.M,
(iii)
24 9 33.5 12 13 37 23 13 39
25 6 11.5 48 10 21.5 53 9 22
26 8 24.5 28 13 37 36 12 36
27 4 3 42 11 28 48 10 28.5
28 6 11.5 55 8 9.5 59 8 14
29 9 33.5 68 6 5 70 5 5
30 9 33.5 45 10 21.5 50 9 22
31 6 11.5 40 11 28 46 10 28.5
32 4 3 58 8 9.5 61 7 8
33 7 18 52 9 15 56 8 14
34 8 24.5 36 12 32.5 43 11 34
35 3 1 E 1 2.5 E 1 2.5 :
3 6 7 18 55 8 9.5 59 8 !4
37 7 18 57 8 9.5 61 7 8
38 9 33.5 24 13 37 33 13 39 !
39 9 33.5 28 13 37 36 12 36
40 5 6.5 50 9 15 55 8 14 ;
X for centre r 44*3
S for centre - 12.0
O.M. O.M.
R between (i) and (ii) tz 0.414
O.M. O.M.
R between (i) and (iii) r 0.392
Significance of R.
0.414 is significant at better than the 1 °fo level.
0,392 is significant at the 5/^ but not at the Vfo level.
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Centre 7
Student
0-grade
"band
O.M,
(i)
0-1
Mark
0-1
"band
O.M.
(ii)
0-1
Stand­
ardised
Mark Band
0 *1-. 
V
1 9 19.5 50 9 8.5 54 9
2 7 7 40 11 16.3 47 10 1 - r -
3 6 4 44 11 16.5 50 9
4 10 23 32 13 22.5 41 11 21.r
3 8 13 40 11 16.5 47 1 0
6 7 7 54 9 8.5 57 8
7 5 2.5 E 1 1.5 E 1 1 C~
8 8 13 41 11 16.5 48 10 1 *■’ ~ — 1 * _
9 7 7 55 8 5.5 58 8
-
10 4 1 77 4 3 74 5
>
11 8 13 40 11 16.5 47 10 17.:
12 8 13 33 13 22.5 42 11 21*:
13 8 13 45 10 11.5 51 9 12
14 9 19.5 51 9 8.5 55 8 1
15 7 7 56 8 5.5 59 8
*7
16 9 19.5 40 11 16.5 47 10 17."
17 9 19.5 53 9 8.5 57 8 ii
18 13 24 61 7 4 62 7 <  !
19 8 13 40 11 16.5 47 10 ns  |i
20 9 19.5 45 10 11.5 51 9
i
12 j
21 7 7 25 13 22.5 36 12
i
22 8 13 44 11 16.5 50 9 i i
i
23 9 19.5 7 13 22.5 22 13
i
24 5 2.5 E 1 1.5 E
1 « — i
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X for centre = 44.2
S for centre = 13*5
O.M. O.M.
R between (i) and (ii) = 0.348
O.M. O.M.
R between (i) and (iii) = 0,373
Significance of R.
In the case of this centre, R is not highly significant.
Centre 8
Student
0-grade
band
O.M.
(i)
0-1
Mark
0-1
band
O.M.
(ii)
0-1
Stand­
ardised
Mark Band
O.M.
(iii)
1 7 8 25 13 15 36 12 15
2 8 11.5 70 5 5.5 59 8 6
3 7 8 73 5 5.5 61 7 3.5
4 9 14 45 10 11.5 46 10 11.5
5 10 16 9 13 15 27 13 16
6 6 3 48 10 11.5 48 10 11.5
7 6 3 75 4 3 62 7 3.5
8 7 8 55 8 8 51 9 8
9 6 3 E 1 1 E 1 1
10 7 8 45 10 11.5 46 10 11.5
11 9 14 55 8 8 51 9 8
12 6 3 76 4 3 62 7 3.5
13 7 8 76 4 3 62 7 3.5
14 6 3 49 10 11.5 48 10 11.5
15 8 11.5 56 8 8 52 9
8
16 9 14 34 13 15 40 11 14
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X for centre - 52*7
S for centre - 19.2
O.M. O.M,
R between (i) and (ii) - 0.510
O.M. O.M.
R between (i) and (iii) = 0.507
Significance of R.
0.510 is significant at the 5$ but not at the Vfo level.
0.507 is significant at the 5$ but not at the Vfo level.
Centre 9
Student
0-grade
band
O.M.
(i)
0-1
Mark
0-1
band
O.M.
(ii)
0-1
Stand­
ardised
Mark Band
O.M.
(iii)
1 9 22 5 13 25 36 12 M
2 9 22 12 13 23 39 12
5 9 22 43 11 17 52 9 16.5
4 8 16.5 58 8 12 58 8 13
5 6 10.5 62 7 11 6o 7 11
6 5 5.5 E 1 4.5 E 1 4.5
7 5 5.5 81 3 9.5 68 6 9.5
8 5 5.5 E 1 4.5 E 1 4.5
9 5 5.5 E 1 4.5 E 1 4.5
10 8 16.5 E 1 4.5 E 1 4.5
11 7 13.5 40 11 17 51 9 16.5
12 9 22 53 9 13.5 56 8 13
13 3 1 E 1 4.5 E X 4.5
14 6 10.5 25 13 23 44 11 21
15 5 5.5 E 1 4.5 E
nX
j
4.5
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Student
0-grade
band
O.M.
(i)
0-1
Mark
0-1
band
O.M.
(ii)
0-1
Stand­
ardised
Mark Band
------- 1
O.M.
(iii)
16 8 16.5 E 1 4.5 E 1 4.5
17 6 10.5 36 12 19 49 10 19.5
18 9 22 42 11 17 52 9 16.5
19 6 10.5 83 3 9.5 69 6 9.5
20 9 22 11 13 23 38 12 24
21 10 26 8 13 23 37 12 24
22 9 22 50 9 13.5 55 8 13
23 4 2 E 1 4.5 E 1 4.5
24 5 5.5 9 13 23 37 12 24
25 7 13.5 27 13 23 45 10 19.5
26 8 16.5 47 10 15 54 9 16.5
X for centre c 38.4 
S for centre - 23.4
O.M. O.M.
R between (i) and (ii) r 0.592
O.M. O.M.
R between (i) and (iii) .r 0.604
Significance of R.
0.592 is significant at the 1$ level.
0.604 is significant at the ltfo level.
These are the figures for the individual Colleges. Clearly there 
is a variation from College to College, from which one could suggest 
that they are not testing the same things.
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However, how significant is the tie-up “between 0-grade performance 
and 0-1 performance, in general?
* 2 25 In an attempt to assess this , the value of % was calculated ana
26 2its significance tested using the published tables. tests essenti­
ally whether the observed frequencies in a distribution differ signifi­
cantly from the frequencies which might be expected according to some 
assumed hypothesis. In this case it has been assumed that there is 
no tie-up between 0-grade performance and 0-1 performance, and as will 
be seen, this is shown to be wrong.
fo is the observed frequency, and
fe is the estimated frequency if there was no tie-up between 0-grade 
and 0-1 performances.
Tables 7, 8 and 9 contain the relevant figures for 185 students.
X
Table 7»
Frequency Table (fQ) of 0-grade bands versus 0-1 bands.
(1970 entrants)
X. 0-1 
band
0-gradVv
band
4 5 6 7 8 9 10
> u
Total
4 1 0 0 3 1 1 2 0
8
5 0 0 1 2 2 4 2 5
1
16 !1
6 0 1 3 5 4 6 4 3 26
7 0 0 1 7 8 8 7 8 39
8 0 0 0 2 7 10 8 10 37
9 0 1 2 2 10 12 9 17 53
10 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 6 6
Totals 1 2 7 21 32 41 32 49 185
- 8? -
Table 8.
Observed freouencies (f ) ______ " N o
(expressed as $)
0-1
band 
0-gradb\ 
band \
4 5 6 7 8 9 10 > n
... -
To-itl
4 12.5$ - - 57.5 12.5 12.5 25 - i o c s
5 - - 6.25 12.5 12.5 25 12.5 51.25
I
i
IO C S  |
!
i
6 - 5.85 11.54 19.25 15.58 23.08 15.58 11.54
i
i o c s
7 - - 2.56 17.95 20.51 20.51 17.95 20.51 i 99.9°^j 1 1i |
8 - - - 5.41 18.92 27.05 21.62
1 ! 
I
27.03 ! 100. c:s
1
9 - 1.89 5.81 5.81 18.87 22.64 16.98 32.00 IO C S
10 - - - - - - - 100)4 j iocs
Totals 12.5 5.74 24.16 96.40 98.68 130.76 109.45 222.33 7oo4
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Calculation gives
a 4^3»85 for 42 degrees of freedom,
Prom tables, this figure is highly significant (at better than the 1 
and means that the discrepancy betv/een observed and expected freauencies d 
not arise by chance i,e, 0-grade performance provides a^good prediction of 
0-1 performance taken over all the centres together.
Correlation between performance in 0-grade, 0-1 and 0-2 chemistry.
The marks of students who had completed these 3 courses by August 197
were obtained, and 3 orders of merit compiled:- 
0, Me
(i) (i) depended upon the band mark obtained at 0-grade
O.M,
(ii) (ii) depended upon the standardised 0-1 mark, expressed as a band
(iii) The total mark obtained by each student at the 0-2 stage, in physi
organic and inorganic chemistry was calculated. These narks were
standardised to a mean of 50 and a standard deviation of 10 before
O.M,
being expressed as a band mark# (iii) depended upon this mark.
The results are shown overleaf.
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Student
0-grade
band
O.M*
(i)
0-1
Stand­
ardised
Mark Band
O.M.
(ii)
Total
0-2
Mark
0-2
Stand­
ardised
Mark Band
O.M.
(iii)
1 9 61.5 47 10 63.5 51 36 12 64
2 4 4.5 46 10 63.5 102 47 10 38.5
3 7 38 44 11 69 87 44 11 52
4 8 49 52 9 49.5 73 41 11 52
5 7 38 63 7 24 198 67 6 5.5
6 8 49 63 7 24 132 53 9 27.5
7 5 11.5 63 7 24 168 60
»
7 11
8 9 61.5 57 8 35.5 82 43 11 52
9 9 61.5 57 8 35.5 166 60 7 11
10 6 23.5 E 1 6.5 131 53 9 27.5
11 8 49 62 7 24 105 47 10 38.5
12 9 61.5 52 9 49.5 71 40 11 52
13 5 11.5 E 1 6.5 152 57 8 18
14 7 38 67 6 16 197 66 6 5.5
15 8 49 52 9 49.5 56 37 12 64
16 6 23.5 62 7 24 79 42 11 52
17 7 38 63 7 24 129 52 9 27.5
18 7 38 51 9 49-5 156 58 8 18
19 7 38 60 7 24 195 66 6 5.5
20 4 4.5 64 7 24 186 64 7 11
21 6 23.5 70 5 13.5 226 72 5 1.5
22 8 49 52 9 49-5 137 54 9 27.5
23 7 38 51 9 49.5 126 52 9 27.5
24 9 61.5 59
Q 35.5 101 A.C 10 :o c
25 6 23.5 59 8 35.5 183 64
ry
1
T TJ.X
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Student
0-grade
band
O.M.
(i)
0-1
Stand­
ardised
lark Band !
I
O.M.
(ii)
Total
0-2
Lark
0-2
Stand­
ardised
lark
1
Band
1
O.M.
(iii)
26 9 61.5 51 9 49.5 109 48 10 33.5
27 6 23.5 58 8 35.5 105 47 10 38.5
28 7 38 46 10 63.5 74 41 11 52
29 6 23.5 62 7 24 199 67 6 5.5
30 6 23.5 52 9 49.5 117 50 9 27.5
31 6 23.5 53 9 49.5 102 47 10 38.5
32 4 4.5 54 9 49.5 102 47 10 38.5
33 7 38 E 1 6.5 128 52 9 27.5
34 9 61.5 56 8 35.5 106 48 10 38.5 j
35 5 11.5 51 9 49.5 137 54 9 27.5 |
36 6 23.5 66 6 16 89 44 11 52
37 7 38 52 9 49.5 56 37 12 64
38 9 61.5 63 7 24 83 43 11 52
39 8 49 51 9 49.5 47 35 12 64
40 6 23.5 E 1 6.5 112 49 10 38.5
41 9 61.5 50 9 49.5 85 43 11 52
42 5 11.5 E 1 6.5 121 51 9 27.5
43 4 4.5 58 8 35.5 208 69 6 5.5
44 9 61.5 46 10 63.5 117 50 9 27.5
45 6 23.5 53 9 49.5 84 43 11 52
46 9 61.5 70 5 13.5 151 57 8 18
47 4 4.5 61 7 24 103 47 10 38.5
48 3 1 E 1 6.5 110 48 10 38.5
49 6 23.5
cr\J'-J
nJ 49.5 91 A A 11 52
50 8
-
49 A ^ 10 | 63.5 34
j
33 13 69
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Student
0-grade
band
O.M.
(i)
0-1
Stand­
ardised
Mark Band
O.M.
(ii)
Total
0-2
Mark
0-2
Stand­
ardised
Lark jjand
O.M.
(iii)
51 5 11.5 E 1 6.5 140 55 8 18
52 9 61.5 57 8 35*5 58 38 12 64
53 8 49 47 10 63*5 48 35 12 64
54 9 61.5 46 10 63*5 61 38 12 64
55 6 23*5 48 10 63*5 102 47 10 38.5
56 6 23*5 62 7 24 49 36 12 64
57 6 23*5 E 1 6.5 143 55 8 18
58 7 38 46 10 63*5 69 40 11 52
59 9 61.5 51 9 49*5 77 41 11 52
60 7 38 62 7 24 176 62 7 11
6l 6 23*5 48 10 63*5 61 38 12 64
62 5 11.5 68 6 16 149 56 8 18
63 5 11.5 E 1 6.5 142 55 8 18
64 7 38 51 9 49*5 141 55 8 18
65 9 61.5 56 8 35*5 88 44 11 52
66 5 11.5 S 1 6.5 163 59 8 18
67 8 49 E 1 6.5 222 72 5 1.5
68 9 61.5 55 8 • 35*5 74 41 11 52
69 4 4*5 E 1 6.5 210 69 6 5.5
Mean 0-2 Total Mark = 117*9
Standard Deviation = 48*1
O.M. O.M.
R between (i) and (iii) = 0.421
O.M. u.ii.
R between (ii) (iii) = 0*587
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Significance' of R.
Both correlation coefficients are significant at the lc/o level.
Of the 69 candidates whose performances were obtained in 0-grade, 0-1 and 
0-2 chemistry, 50/d- actually failed the national examination at the end of the 
0-2 year. Only 50/$ passed, the remaining 20;$ having to resit at least one 
part of the examination.
B. The 1971 Entrants.
Correlation between performances in 0-grade end 0-1 chemistry. *
Once again the performance of as many candidates as possible in the S.C.ZL,
0-grade examination in alternative chemistry was obtained. This took the fern
of a band mark as before. The students in each College were placed in an order 
O.M.
of merit (i) depending upon these results.
The mark of each student in 0-1 chemistry was obtained. The mean (x) and 
the standard deviation (s) for each College was found, and each mark standard­
ised to a mean of 50 and a standard deviation of 10. This standardised mark
0.11.
was converted to a band mark (Table 6) from which a second order of merit (ii) 
was compiled for each College, As before, students who had been given exempt dm 
from the examination, were placed in band 1.
2:5The Spearman Rank Correlation Coefficient J (r) between the 2 orders of
merit was calculated.
Because of the similarity between the 2 rank correlation coefficients wh: :n
had been calculated for each College,in respect of the 1970 entrants, it was
felt to be unnecessary to obtain a rani: correlation coefficient between the
O.M.
0-grade band order of merit (i) and an order of merit based on the raw score 
of each student in each of the 9 Colleges.
Results for each of tne 9 examination centres follow.
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Centre 1
Student
0-grade
band
O.K.
(i)
0-1
Mark
0-1
Stand­
ardised
Mark Band
--- -- f
O.M.
(ii)
1 7 2.5 84 61 7 1.5
2 6 1 85 62 7 1.5
3 8 4.5 57 41 , 11 5
4 7 2.5 66 47 10 4
5 9 6 74 54 9 3
6 8 4.5 50 55 12 6
X for centre = 69.3
S for centre - 13,0
O.M* O.M.
R between (i) and (ii) - 0.571
Significance of R.
R is not significant. The sample is too small.
Centre 2
Student
0-grade
band
O.M.
(i)
0-1
Mark
0-1
Stand­
ardised
Mark Band
O.M.
(ii)
1 7 2.5 72 67 6 1
2 5 1 54 55 8 2
3 9 5.5 51 54 9 3
4 9 5.5 41 47 10 4
5 8 3.5 22 36 12 6
6 8 3.5 31 41 11 5
X for centre = 45.2
S for centre = 16.2
O.M. O.M.
R between (i) and (ii) - 0.421
Significance of R.
R is not significant. The sample is too small.
Centre 3
Student
0-grade
band
O.M.
(i)
0-1
Mark
0-1
Stand­
ardised
Mark Band *
O.M.
(ii)
1 5 2.5 E E 1 1.5
2 7 8 62 54 8 6
3 5 2.5 41 43 11 10.5
4 9 12.5 67 57 8 6
5 6 5 21 32 13 13
6 7 8 E E 1 1.5
“ 7 8 . 10.5 73 60 7
8 9 12.5 40 42 11 10.5
9 3 1 65 56 8 6
_ _\
10 6 5 81 65 6 3
11 7 8 28 36 12 12
12 6 5 59 53 9 8.5
13 8 10.5 57 52 9 0
3 .
X for centre = 54
S for centre = 18.1
O.M. O.M.
R between (i) and (ii) s 0.107
Significance of R.
R is not highly significant.
~ 57 -
Centre 4
Student
0-grade
band
O.M.
(i)
0-1
Mark
0-1
Stand­
ardised
Mark Band
O.M.
(ii)
1 8 11 50 51 9 12
2 9 16 19 35 12 17.5
3 9 16 29 40 11 15.5
4 5 3.5 50 51 9 12
5 8 11 32 42 11 15.5
6 8 11 85 68 6 • 7.5
7 8 11 78 65 6 7.5
8 8 11 E E 1 3.5
9 4 1 E E 1 3.5
10 5 3.5 E E 1 3.5
n 9 16 20 36 12 17.5
12 6 6.5 . E E 1 3.5
13 5 3.5 59 55 8 9.5
14 12 18 55 53 9 12
15 8 11 47 49 10 14
16 8 11 E E 1 3.5
17 5 3.5 E E 1 3.5
18 6 6.5 60 56 8 9.5
X for centre s 48.7
S for centre = 20.0
O.M. O.M.
R between (i) and (ii) = 0.649
Significance of R.
R is significant a.t better than the Ijo levels.
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Centre 5
Student
T---
0-grade
band
O.M*
(i)
0-1
Mark
0-1
Stand­
ardised
Mark Band
i
1
O.M. i
(ii) I
1 9 16 . 34 38 12 21
2 8 8.5 40 43 11 19.5
3 4 1 47 49 10 16.5
4 9 16 49 51 9 11
5 9 16 58 59 8 5
6 5 2.5 56 57 8 * 5
7 9 16 62 62 7 2
8 9 16 43 50 9 11
9 7 5.5 46 48 10 16.5
10 10 22 56 40 11 19.5
11 11 23 53 54 9 11
12 9 16 50 52 9 11
13 9 16 52 54 9 11
14 8 8.5 56 57 8 5
15 5 2.5 43 46 10 16.5
16 7 5.5 73 71 5 1
17 8 8.5 45 48 10 16.5
18 9 16 56 57 8 5
19 6 4 49 51 9 11
20 9 16 55 56 8 5
21 9 16 23 29 13 22.5
22 8 3.5 52 54 9 11
23 9 16 17 24 13 22.5 
.... ,»
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X for centre - 47*8
S for centre = 11*9
O.M. O.M.
R between (i) and (ii) - 0.133
Significance of R.
R is not highly significant.
Centre 6.
Student
0-grade
band
O.M.
(i)
0-1
Mark
0-1
Stand­
ardised
Mark Band
O.M.
(ii)
1 9 11.5 54 55 8 3.5
2 6 4.5 72 70 5 1
3 6 4.5 56 57 8 3.5
4 6 4.5 45 48 10 9.5
5 6 4.5 52 53 9 8.5
6 9 11.5 60 60 7 2
7 9 11.5 48 50 9 6.5
8 9 11.5 40 43 11 12
9 9 11.5 40 43 11 12
10 9 11.5 17 24 13 14
11 6 4.5 44 47 10 9.5
12 6 4.5 52 53 9 6.5
13 8 8 41 44 11 12
14 5 1 51 52 9 6.5
X for centre =■ 48
S for centre = 12.0
O.M. O.M.
R between (i) and (ii) =. 0.333
Significance of R.
R is not highly significant.
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Centre 7.
Student
0-grade
"band
O.K.
(i)
0-1
Mark
0-1
Stand­
ardised
Hark Band
■ 
— 
■■ 
-t
0
H. 
.
p-
:
1 5 2.5 34 35 12 20
2 9 16.5 42 40 11 -7.5
3 9 16.5 62 53 9 11
4 9 16.5 78 63 7 r. ^*T • >
5 9 16.5 50 45 10 14.5
6 9 16.5 32 34 13 oe
7 4 1 53 47 10 1 •/ c; —— • j
8 7 6.5 - 65 55 8 8
9 7 6.5 77 62 7 4.5
10 8 9.5 52 46 10 14.5
11 7 6.5 85 68 6 2
12 9 16.5 78 63 7 4.5
13 9 16.5 65 55 8 Q
14 9 16.5 80 64 7 J
15 9 16.5 57 50 9 11
16 9 16,5 38 37 12 20
17 5 2.5 E E 1 1
18 6 4 40 39 12 20
19 7 6.5 44 41 11 17.5
20 8. 9.5 54 48 10 11.5
21 9 16.5 58 50 9 11
22 9 16.5 65 55 8 3
X for centre = 57.6 
S for centre = 15*6
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O.IT. O.K.
R between (i) and (ii) - O.O63
Significance of R.
R is not highly significant.
Centre 8,
Student
0-grade
band
O ?"v/•
(i)
0-1
lark
0-1
Stand­
ardised
I'lark Band
O.K.
(ii)
1 9 14.5 40 45 10 14
2 9 14.5 6 1 57 8
•
9.5
3 7 9.5 E E 1 3.5
4 6 7.5 E E 1 3.5
5 4 1 E E 1 3.5
6 5 4 E E 1 3.5
7 7 9.5 E E 1 3.5
8 8 11.5 22 34 13 16.5
9 9 14.5 30 39 12 15
10 5 4 67 60 7 7
11 5 4 65 59 8 9.5
12 6 7.5 54 53 9 12.5
13 5 4 Hi E 1 3.5
14 5 4 64 59 8 9.5
15 9 14.5 55 53 9 12.5
16 10 17 63 58 8 9.5
17 8 11.5 20 33 13 16.5
X for centre s 49*2
S for centre s 17*1
0 . 1 1 .  0 .  IT,
R  between (i) and (11) = 0 . 6 0 2
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Significance of R.
R is significant at 5$ level.
Centre 9.
0-1
Stand­
ardised
lark
0.1T, 0.1
Student Band
12.5 2210
35.5
12.5
10
10
12.5
10
11
10
11
37.510
12
12.5
02
22
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Student
0-grade 
band
O.M.
(i)
0-1
Mark
0-1
Stand­
ardised 
Mark ■ Band
— —
j
O.M. j
(ID
25 4 4 42 42 11 29.5
24 8 25 52 48 10 22
25 4 4 89 69 6 !.5 J
26 10 31.5 26 55 15
i
58 |
27 9 32 41 42 11 29.5 |
28 7 19 40 41 11 29.5 |
29 7 19 55 57 12 55.5 |
50 8 25 58 40 11 29.5 |
31 6 12.5 70 58 8 12 1
32 7 19 75 60 7
i
5.5
I
33 9 52 58 51 9 17.5 |
34 9 52 42 42 11 29.5 |
35 4 4 89 69 6 1.5
3 6 8 25 75 60 7 5.5
37 6 12.5 71 59 8 12
38 8 25 58 40 11 29.5
39 8 25 58 51 9 17.5
X for centre = 55*8
S for centre = 17*8
O.M. 0.21.
R between (i) and (ii) =. 0.566
Sifrnifican.ee of R.
R is significant at the Vp level.
The general tie-up between O-grade performance and 0-1 performance 
for the 1971 entrants was calculated in the same way as for the 1970 
entrants. Tables 10, 11 and 12 contain the relevant figures for 133 
students,
Table 10.
Frequency Table (fQ) of 0-grade bands versus 0-1 bands.
(1971 entrants)
\  0-1 
band 
0-grad£\ 
ba,nd
4 5 6 7 8 9 10 > n
i
!
Total
L _ ____
4 0 0 2 1 1 0 2 1 7
5 0 0 0 2 5 2 2 3 14 !
6 0 1 1 2 6 5 3 2 20
7 0 1 2 5 3 0 3 6 13
8 0 0 2 2 1 4 5 12 26
9 0 0 0 5 9 15 4 IS 49
10 0 0 0 0 1 l 0 2 4
Totals 0 2 7 15 26 25 19 44 133
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Table 11.
Observed Frequencies (fQ)
(expressed as $ )
0-i
band
0-grad&\
band
4 -5 .6 7 8 9 10 > n Total
4 0 0 28.57 14.29 14.29 0 28.57 14.29 100.015=
5 0 0 0 14.29 35.71 14.29 14.29 21.43 100.015t
6 0 5 5 10 30 25 15 10 ioc£
7 0 5.55 11.11 16.67 16.67 0 16.67 33.33
!
1005c :(
8 0 0 7.69 7.69 3.85 15.38 19.23 46.15 99.99* j
9 0 0 0 10.20 18.37 26.53 8.16 36.73
1
99.995= i
|
10 0 0 0 0 25 25 0 50
i
,!
IOO7C |
!i
Totals 0 10.55 52.37 73.14 143.89 106.20 101.92 211.93
I11
7005" I
|
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It seems that 0-grade chemistry is a fairly good overall nr s dieur 
of performance, although in this respect much is asked of it, Z~ is 
used as an entrance to
an H-grade course 
University
other forms of tertiary education
banking
H #M, Forces
the Civil Service,
But it is clear that there is a wide variation between Colleges l" 
0-1 stage particularly. One wonders if each College is examining the 
same objectives at this stage. It seems doubtful if they are, fan fie 
Colleges, therefore, criticise the 0-grade and the students which it 
produces? Should the Colleges adapt more, to cope with present day 
0-grade students?
If 0-grade predicts well for some Colleges and not for others, e  
student passed at one College might well fail in another. Thus his 
entry into 0-2 depends upon his choice of College and his chances cf 
success at 0-2 are bound up with his College choice.
If 0-1 exams are to be set internally to act as a filter for 0-2. 
they must be externally moderated and scores standardised.
CHAPTER 5.
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Conclusions, Recommendations and Future Scope,
It will have been noted in the foregoing that much work is being- 
undertaken at present to evaluate the new Scottish school chemistry 
syllabuses, and surely nothing but good can come of this. But out ci 
the work covered in this report, some points seem clear.
The majority of pupils experience a first liking for science during 
SI and S2 and have quite clear reasons for choosing chemistry in S3* A 
good teacher at school and an interesting course clearly influence their 
interest in the subject.
12Reference was made to Curriculum Papers 7 previously, and to cot
important its effect on post S2 chemistry will be. It is, therefore,
disquieting to read that one researcher has shown that this Scottish
syllabus can fulfil objectives directly opposite to those originally
28intended by the curriculum planners.
There are clear areas of difficulty in the 0-grade course and 1~ is 
hoped that both teachers and curriculum planners can benefit from the 
results detailed in chapter 2. The former must have the areas of diffi­
culty brought to their notice and might be prepared to tackle the work in 
a different way, at a different rate, or at a different point in the 
course. The latter would want to bear the views of the students in mini, 
because there are anxieties about present trends in elementary chemicat.
education being expressed. A recent issue of "Chemistry in Britain"
29highlights some of the problems, ' and it is hoped that in Scotland we 
will never have the following comment made about our school pupilss- 
"The background in chemistry of entering students (into Colleges 
and Universities) who have completed the course in nign SciiOux 
is increasingly superficial. ±n large part, tnis appears to te me
- Ill -
result of the ’modern* courses v/hich have been developed for use in the 
High Schools, These courses have been a tremendous stimulus for the top 
10 or 20 per cent of High School teachers. For the bottom 5O70 they have 
been a disaster, since these teachers are not well equipped to present 
the material and for the most part their students do not have the back­
ground to assimilate it. The result is that a very large number of stud­
ents now enter College with some familiarity with the terminology in one 
or more areas of advanced chemistry, but no real understanding of them.
These students have not even mastered the elementary descriptive chemistry
30which formerly could be expected of High School graduates.”
The majority of the students seem satisfied, on the whole,with their
0-1 course, although not stimulated by it. The pace was faster, and
about half the students felt that the entrance qualification demanded was 
inadequate. 7/hatever will happen to the standard of the 0-grade examin­
ation following the system of grading to be introduced in 1973? despite 
the assurances of the S.C.E. Examination Board, is a matter for conjecture, 
but one experienced Head of Department in one of the F.E. Colleges which 
cooperated in this work,feels that even at the present time "The majority 
of students entering National Certificate courses are of a very poor 
calibre compared with a few years ago. Few students seem to show any 
great drive, some do not seem to mind whether or not they fail, and almost 
all are quite happy to scrape a pass."
While the 0-1 students reacted favourably to the success of the 
suggested objectives concerning practical work, from their subsequent 
comments it was clear that they had problems,and one wonders if the 
current presentation of the practical work is suitable for. 0-grade stud­
ents taught at school from the new syllabuses.
It is unfortunate that so many of the important areas of difficulty
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at 0-grade- are not taught in the 0-1 course. Perhaps this latter course
could he brought more into line with the current 0-grade course?
Sufficient comment has been made in chapter 3 concerning the view-
of the lecturers, who clearly are unhappy about many points - perhaps
sometimes as a result of a misunderstanding. Certainly there should be
more contact between teachers and lecturers. It is interesting to read
that in a questionnaire sent to Colleges of F.E. by H.M.I. Dr. J. Starr,
31covering S.C.E. H-grade chemistry, one of the questions asked was:-
"Do you have close contacts with the teachers of H-grade chemistry 
in neighbouring Secondary Schools?1’
Responses were, Yes 5
No 13
Some contact 3
Someone must take the initiative in establishing these contacts. 
0-grade chemistry is a good predictor of subsequent performance ir
0-1, and it seems to be a good guide for 0-2, but 0-1 is not such a good
predictor of 0-2 performance. One wonders why this is so. This may be 
caused by the wide variations between colleges and the process of intern! 
examination at 0-1 stage.
It has not been possible in this work to cover every related aspect 
of interest, and inevitably one piece of research leads to another a v e m  
which could benefit from study. It is suggested that any further work 
should centre round some of the following areas of interest.
1. An evaluation of Curriculum Papers 7.
2. A more exhaustive investigation into the difficulties in the pracid­
eal work of 0-1 courses.
3. The variations in the 0-1 course between different colleges.
4. An attempt to discover why so many students pass the 0-1 stage but
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fail in 0-2.
5, Ways in which the 0-grade and 0-1 syllabuses can be brought more 
into line.
6. Work to find how the ’’new course” students are faring in industry, 
and to obtain the views of all kinds of employers on what constitutes 
the ’’ideal” course e.g. how much general chemistry, how much technique 
etc.
7# A study of the relationship of the philosophy and emphasis of 0-1 
and 0-2 courses compared with that of 0-grade, by examination of S.A.N.
C.A.D. syllabuses and examination papers,
ft
8. A critical study of such City and Guilds courses as course 315 - 
Chemistry Technicians’ Course, and course 119 - Technicians.
That tertiary education is lagging in its attempts to adjust to the
new attitudes, approaches and syllabuses at the secondary level, is a
cause for concern in many places. The first of two letters in a recent
32issue of ’’Chemistry in Britain" puts this feeling very clearly. Such
33investigations at the tertiary stage as that carried out by J.H.Straiton
shed much light on at least some of the problems, and it may be that such
a detailed study of both 0-1 and 0-2 chemistry courses would be beneficial
to students, lecturers and industry.
The situation concerning F.E. courses in Scotland in the Technician
33band, will change when the Hudson Report, the Scottish counterpart of
7
the Haslegrove Report, is implemented. The present National Certificate 
and National Diploma Courses will be replaced by a new generation of 
courses provided under the aegis of S.C.O.T.E.C. (Scottish Technician 
Education Council) a body which will succeed S.A.N.C.A.D. This develop­
ment is awaited with interest.
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